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HYMN TO WAYNE

To thee, our Alma Mater,
Homage we bring.
Brave hearts raise grateful voices
Thy praise to sing.
Young art thou, young and strong;
Renowned shalt thou live, and long;
Honors to thee will throng—
And Fame to thee cling.

We laud thee, Alma Mater,
Guardian of Right.
Thou art our guide, our mentor—
Thy name shines bright.
Keep Learning's light aflame,
And hold Truth a sacred name,
Honor, thy steadfast aim.
All hail to thy might!

—Nicholas Stanley Oates ‘29
ORDER OF EXERCISES

OVERTURE
American Overture
Jenkins

PROCESSIONAL
The Host of Youth
(The audience is asked to rise as the academic procession enters and to remain standing until the Invocation has been pronounced.)
Guentzel

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM

INVOCATION
The Right Reverend Monsignor Albert A. Matyn, A.M., Sacred Heart Seminary

FOREWORD
The Honorable Leonard Woodcock, Chairman, Wayne State University Board of Governors

THE CONFERRING OF THE HONORARY DEGREES
Clarence B. Hilberry, Ph.D., L.H.D., LL.D., Sc.D., President of the University

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Lloyd V. Berkner, B.S., Sc.D., Ph.D. (hon.), LL.D., President, Graduate Research Center of the Southwest

THE CONFERRING OF THE ACADEMIC DEGREES

WELCOME TO THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Robert C. Lusk, Ed.D., President, Wayne State University Alumni Association

HYMN TO WAYNE
deTar '27

Benediction
(The audience is requested to rise for the singing of the Hymn and to remain standing until the Recessional is completed.)

RECESSIONAL
University Grand March
Goldman
CANDIDATES FOR HONORARY DEGREES

FOR THE HONORARY DEGREES

Winfred A. Harbison, Ph.D., Vice President for Academic Administration

DOCTOR OF ENGINEERING

LLOYD VIEL BERKNER

B.S.

Escort: Dr. J. Russell Bright

Lloyd Viel Berkner, scientist, administrator, public servant, holder of high office in national and international organizations of scientists, has promoted the causes of science in relation to the deep needs of mankind.

He has served his country in many capacities through his long and distinguished career. He has represented the United States as head of delegations to international assemblies of scientists. He has given his counsel as consultant, advisory board member, and administrator. He has been a member of international committees and president of the International Council of Scientific Unions. His role has been a truly important one in the development of this nation’s atomic energy program.

As a geo-physicist, he has been a major part in research and development in radio wave propagation, structure of the high upper atmosphere, ionization measurements of the ionosphere, relation of the upper atmospheric ionization to terrestrial magnetism, aviation radio, solar phenomena, and solar-terrestrial relationships.

Wayne State University honors Lloyd Viel Berkner for his dedicated life and great works, for his major contributions as consultant to the Federal government, for his vision and enthusiasm, for his encouragement of scientists, and for his administrative skill in science programs.

DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES

BERNARD ROGERS

Escort: Dr. Ruth S. Wylie

Bernard Rogers, distinguished American composer of superbly crafted, cleanly articulate, and enduringly significant music has, through his critical acumen, his creative generosity and his devotion to artistic integrity, inspired and enriched hundreds of younger composers many of whom have themselves achieved distinction.

In a long and productive career as Professor of Composition at the Eastman School of Music he has dedicated himself to the ideals of creative honesty and technical perfection as work after work took shape under his pen and composer after composer took substance from his mind and heart.

While eschewing with bitter wit the lure of the market place and the cult of the limelight, he has gained fame slowly as his major works gradually achieved the stature of acknowledged masterpieces. His great opera The Warrior, the profoundly moving Passion, the delicately appealing Five Fairy Tales, the enchanting music to Pinocchio and an unceasing succession of other fine works in all media have earned him a prominent place in the front rank of American composers and he enjoys the deep personal esteem of his students and colleagues everywhere.

Wayne State University recognizes the genius of Bernard Rogers and honors him for his creative achievements, for his nobility of spirit, and for the integrity and artistry of his teaching.
CANDIDATES FOR HONORARY DEGREES—Continued

DOCTOR OF LAWS

FERENC ALBERT VÁLI
D. Jur., Ph.D.
Escort: Dean Victor A. Rapport

Ferenc Albert Váli, distinguished professor of international law in European and American universities, has given to the free world the devoted service of scholar and patriot. His writings over a period of thirty-five years have contributed greatly to the development of the critically important field of international law and laid the foundations for his recent book on the background and events of the Hungarian revolt of 1956. His long and productive career has been marked by a series of highly significant assignments all of which were performed by him in a characteristically brilliant fashion.

To the Hungarian Freedom Fighters he gave inspiration and leadership and to the brave people who remain in Hungary behind the Iron Curtain he stands as a symbol of the desire of all peoples to have a government of their own choosing. Through his teaching in this country, his adopted land, he sets an example for those who work for freedom and homeland. With fortitude, liveliness, intellect, and integrity, Ferenc Váli has withstood experiences which would have broken a lesser man.

Wayne State University honors him as a patriot-scholar whose service is to the whole world.

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

MARGARET ARNSTEIN
A.B., R.N., A.M.
Escort: Dean Katharine E. Faville

Margaret Arnstein, fortunate to be born a member of a family distinguished for outstanding community service and for deep concern for the less fortunate, has carried on the family traditions throughout her career in nursing and public health.

During her years of professional practice, here and abroad, she has worked for the improvement of nursing education and nursing service. She has discharged with distinction many responsible assignments with the United States Public Health Service, with the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration and with the World Health Organization. She now administers the broad range of nursing services of the Federal Public Health Service.

Her advice today is sought by workers from the many health and welfare disciplines because of her recognized integrity, her fearless convictions, her broad vision, and her respect for scientific knowledge honestly applied. To all who turn to her, she evidences her keen desire that public health be wisely administered for the common good.

Wayne State University honors Margaret Arnstein who, through years of professional service, has given leadership of high order and who to an unusual degree, has earned the respect and affection of those who have been privileged to work with her.
CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREES

From the Graduate Division

Randall M. Whaley, Ph.D., Vice President
for Graduate Studies and Research

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

PETER BLUMBERGS, B.S., 1957, University of Oklahoma
Dissertation Title: "I. The Reaction of alpha-Bromoketones with Primary Amines. II. Disaccharide Nucleosides."
Adviser: Dr. Calvin Stevens

GEORGE NEWTON EAVES, A.B., 1957, University of Chattanooga; M.S., 1959, University of Tennessee
Dissertation Title: "The Exocellular Nuclease of Serratia Marcescens."
Adviser: Dr. Charles Jeffries

LESLIE ALAN FREIBERG, B.S., 1958, University of Illinois
Dissertation Title: "I. The Conformational Free Energies of the Alkyl Groups. II. Boat Conformations in Some Six-Membered Carbocycles."
Adviser: Dr. Norman Allinger

JOAN MCGRANAHAN HAVLENA, B.S., 1954, M.A., 1957, Wayne State University
Dissertation Title: "Maternal Adrenalectomy at Critical Stages of Fetal Adrenal Development and Its Effect on the Activity and Emotionality of the Offspring."
Adviser: Dr. Jack Werbeff

ROBERT BELL HERMANN, B.S., 1953, University of Michigan; M.S., 1960, Wayne State University
Dissertation Title: "A Theoretical Investigation of the Extension of the Huckel Rule to Certain Heterocyclic Systems."
Adviser: Dr. Norman Allinger

BARTON LEROY HOUSEMAN, B.A., 1955, Calvin College
Dissertation Title: "Some Thermodynamic and Physical Properties of Certain Normal Alcohol Monolayers at the Water-Octane Interface."
Adviser: Dr. Joseph Jasper

ELSIE HOFFMEYER JINKS, A.B., 1933, University of Michigan; M.S., 1940, Wayne State University
Dissertation Title: "A Study of Factors Associated with Success or Failure in Cases Given Visiting Teacher Service."
Adviser: Dr. William Wattenberg

JAMES DOUGLAS MacEWEN, B.S., 1949, Wayne State University; M.P.A., 1957, University of Michigan
Dissertation Title: "A New Experimental Approach to the Evaluation of Inhalation Toxicity."
Adviser: Dr. Walter Seegers

ENVER MEHMEDBASICH, B.S., 1954, University of Michigan
Dissertation Title: "The Stereochemistry of the Prins Reaction."
Adviser: Dr. Norman LeBel

DONALD KEITH OSBORN, A.B., 1950, Emory University; M.A., 1952, State University of Iowa
Dissertation Title: "Saliencies in Students' Perceptions of Teachers."
Adviser: Dr. Jacob Kounin

LAWRENCE C. REPucci, A.B., 1950, King's College; M.S., 1954, William and Mary College
Dissertation Title: "The Predictive Value of Unreduced Tension as Related to Creativity."
Adviser: Dr. Ross Stagner

WINIFRED DAVIS RIACH, A.B., 1957, M.A., 1959, Wayne State University
Dissertation Title: "The Growth of Loudness and Its Relationship to Intensity Discrimination under Various Levels of Auditory Fatigue."
Adviser: Dr. Donald Elliott
CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREES—Continued

VISHWANATH MUCLUND SARDESAI, B.S., 1954, M.S., 1957, Wilson College
Dissertation Title: "Studies on the Biosynthesis of the Porphyrins."
Adviser: Dr. James Orten

OTTO ROBERT SCHWEITZER, B.S., 1953, M.S., 1958, Wayne State University
Dissertation Title: "Solid-Liquid-Vapor Phase Equilibria in the Binary Systems: Ethylene-
Carbon Dioxide, Propane-Carbon Dioxide, Nitrogen-Carbon Dioxide, and Helium-
Carbon Dioxide."
Adviser: Dr. Harold Donnelly

KAY HOGAN SMITH, B.A., 1957, M.A., 1958, Brigham Young University
Dissertation Title: "A Psychological Inquiry into Attitudes of Industrial Draftsmen toward
Unionism."
Adviser: Dr. Arthur Kornhauser

RICHARD DUANE TAYLOR, B.S., 1955, M.S., 1957, University of Utah
Dissertation Title: "Pitch-Equality Perception as a Function of Frequency, Reception
Channel, and Localized Sensory-Neural Hearing Loss."
Adviser: Dr. John Gaeth

MALCOLM R. WRIGHT, B.S., 1949, University of Michigan
Dissertation Title: "The Hall Effect and Electrical Conductivity of Single Crystal Cuprous
Oxide."
Adviser: Dr. Dan Trivich

RODNEY T. WU, B.S., 1946, St. John’s University; M.S., 1949, M.S., 1951, University of
Michigan
Dissertation Title: "Determination by Scattering Spectra of Particle Size Distribution
Curves in Emulsions and Coagulating Latices."
Adviser: Dr. Wilfried Heller

MOSHE H. ZIRIN, B.A., 1956, Park College; M.S., 1959, Wayne State University
Dissertation Title: "The Thermoelectric Power of Single Crystal Cuprous Oxide."
Adviser: Dr. Dan Trivich

From the College of Education

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

DAVID WINSLOW ECKER, B.S., 1956, Buffalo State Teachers College; M.S., 1957, University
of Wisconsin
Dissertation Title: "Toward a Methodological Conception of Problem and Control in
Art Education."
Adviser: Dr. Nathanial L. Champlin

PETER G. FOTIU, A.B., 1947, Liberal Arts; M.A., 1950, Wayne State University (Education)
Dissertation Title: "Counselor Functions as Perceived by Senior High School Counselors
and Principals."
Adviser: Dr. William Evrflff

WILLIAM FRINSKO, B.S. in Educ., 1950, University of Illinois; M.A., 1952, University of
Wyoming
Dissertation Title: "Experimental Post-Degree Program at Wayne State University—An
Analysis of the Selective and Predictive Factors in Student Teaching."
Adviser: Dr. Herbert B. Wilson

WALLACE JOHN HAELETERMAN, Ph.B., 1949, Marquette University; M. Educ., 1955, Wayne
State University
Dissertation Title: "A Comparative Analysis of Personal and Social Adjustment of High
School Seniors as they Relate to a Course in Interpersonal Relations."
Adviser: Dr. George L. Miller

CLOTILDE M. MORAN, B.A., 1947, College of Mount St. Joseph; M. Educ., 1950, Xavier
University
Dissertation Title: "The Preferences of Prospective Teachers, Students at Wayne State
University, Regarding Curricular and Campus Experiences."
Adviser: Dr. Wilhelm Reitz
CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREES—Continued

EMANUEL COSMO GORDON LANG SAWYERS, B.A., 1951, Liberal Arts; M. Educ., 1955, Wayne State University
Dissertation Title: "An Analysis of the Content of Later Elementary Basic Readers in Relation to Their Treatment of Selected Minority Groups."
Adviser: Dr. Chester A. McCormick

BERNARD JOSEPH WEISS, B.A., in Educ., 1949; M. Educ., 1952, Wayne State University
Adviser: Dr. William E. Hoth

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN MEDICINE

From the College of Medicine

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Carolynne Kay Berger
William Francis Mahoney

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

Robert Abramovitz
Edward Ackerman
Fred E. Aangst
Hubert Montgomery Allen
Richard Davies Anslow
Arthur James Bady, Jr.
Reuven Bar-Levav
Evelyn Frances Baugh
Robert Forest Baugh
Lary R. Berkower
Robert Alan Bloom
Leo Daniel Bores
Jerry W. Brackett
John Bradfield, Jr.
Gerald Gilbert Brueckner
Mary McNeil Carruthers
Ferrest Chapman
Jack Arnold Clark
Tullio Luigi Coccia
Thomas Michael Cooper

Gerald Myron Halprin
Edward Lamar Harwell
Peter David Harper
James M. Holbrook
Gerald A. Jabaay
Joseph David Jannuzzi
Clare Gene Johnson
Daniel D. Joseph
Richard Alan Kahn
Yong Jai Kim

Robert John King
John William Kraft
Joel Michael Krieger
Bruce Allen Kyburz
Emil William Lebedovych

Arnold Lawrence Leshman
Charles Edward Lucas
Arthur Jerald Lusty, III
Larry Ian Mann
Marvin Margolis

Robert Terrell Mast
Ben R. Mayne, II
James H. McCarthy
James T. McLaughlin
Albert Thomas Milauskas

Earl G. Moehn
Joseph Stevens Moore
Galen D. Omhart
Robert Charles Packer
Peter Palmer

Margarita Palutke
Waldeamar A. Palutke
Arthur August Pappas
Richard Charles Pfister
Clark David Phelps
Sandra Mizes Pickman

Joseph Wheeler Plautz
Carla Modine Pullum
Gerald Rakocz
Gale R. Ramsby
Nicholas Pridmore Redfield

Gerald D. Reilly
Joseph V. Rizzo
Robert Ray Ross, Jr.
Alphonse Mauro Santino
Howard Jerome Sawyer

Thomas Marcus Schenk
Herschel L. Schiessel
William Harold Schmidt
James J. Schoeck
Wayne Richard Scott

John Richard Shearer
Gerald Joseph Sherman
Albert Siegler
William G. Sills
Roger Jacob Smith

Nicholas Victor Steiner
William K. Stewart
David S. Swan
Allen Joseph Telmos
Kenneth L. Vaughn

Patrick Anthony Villani
Gilbert Kesten Weisman
Dale Leach Williams
Blaine David Wilson
Arnold Charles Winkelman

Paul Edward Wittke
Robert Daniel Wootten
Leonard E. Yovis
Leo Richard Zacharski
Robert Arthur Zink

Gordon H. Scott, Ph.D., Dean
Swathi Sundarakkov
Frank Banghart Walker, II

Drake D. Duane
Richard Francis Elton
John William Evans
Jerry Fagelman
Marie Naomi Fly
Hugh Willis Gardner
Delmer Eugene Garrison
Eugene Alexander Gelzayd
Michael James Geoghegan
Steve George Georgiou
Roger L. Greenberg
Daniel Robert Guyot
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN SOCIAL WORK
From the School of Social Work

Charles B. Brink, M. Sc. in Social Administration, Dean

Priscilla Allen
Thelma R. Alvin
Eleanor Ann Austin
Kul Bhushan
George Paul Brancato
Mary Louise Burden
Frank Joseph Bush
Dulcy Dolores Chatfield
Constance M. Clark
Miriam Sherman Clubok
Tracy Alan Cox
Clare Earl Dean
William A. DeJonckheere
Maryan Dibble Didier
Ruth B. Diloff
Earl William Downing
Alice Mildred Kelley Farmer
Robert James Flores
Ralph Kenneth Fulton

Mary Magdalen Gotes
Emily A. Gismondi
Susanne S. Gordon
Shirlee Greenberg
Viola E. W. Grigg
Georgia Marie Hicks
Ida M. Holstein
Marie Ann Jack
Garland Louis Jaggars
Harry Marshon Jordan, Jr.

Charles Roland Kilby
Thomas Neil Libby
Robert Allen Lynch
Christa Virginia Mack
Ruth A. Martell
Floyd A. Metz
Kathleen Carole O'Flaherty
Allen Wayman Peterson, Jr.
Eugene Ernest Pettis, Sr.

Russell E. Rude
Skander Selman
Evelyn Settles
Charlotte Shafman
Jack Edward Simonton
James W. Sinkule
Joanne G. Sipsack
Edward Silvius Smith
Auda Spence
Pearl J. Stephens
Helen Webb Surrill
Elizabeth Stokes Swan
Mary Ellen Talick
Paul A. Trenice
Helen R. Von Weiler
Margaret Jan Walters
Freed Weininger
Elliot A. West

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN LAW
From the Law School

John E. Glavin, Jr., J.D., Associate Dean

MASTER OF LAWS
Martin Thomas Hogan

James J. Weed

MASTER OF LAWS IN TAXATION
Thomas Francis Quinn, Jr.

JURIS DOCTOR
William M. Culbert
Vivien Elizabeth Lynch

Ronald Earl Weston

Jimmy Roy Wheatley

BACHELOR OF LAWS
Richard Bruce Bailey
Arthur Erwin Berlin
Roger B. Boesky
Thaddeus A. Bohlen
George Arthur Cassavaugh, Jr.

Marshall Jerome Cohan
Robert John Currie
John Martin DeMaester
Romolo Di Teodoro
John Verne Dunlop

Catherine Elaine Emerson
David Earl Engelbert
Martin Findling
Donna B. Goldberg
Edward Berry Goodrich

Arnold M. Gordon
James Robert Gragg, Jr.
Harry Sanderson Gruber
Enrico V. Guatieri

Carl Edsel Hall
Bruce A. Karash
Richard Knoll
Henry A. Kroll
Allen Ledyard

Malcolm Leonard Levenson
Richard J. Lubienski
Joel Arthur Lutz
Robert Michael Major
Elvin J. Mattson

John R. Murphy
Annice Robinson McBryde
Stuart F. Meek, Jr.
Thomas G. Meher
Salem Michael Nahhal

William Christian Nill
Stuart S. Opotowsky
John Palmer Ottaway, Jr.

Victor Jerome Pettit
Sol Aaron Pfafkin
Lawrence William Rattner
Edward Russell Reagan
Marijana Relich

Hamilton Maclean Robichaud
James Edward Ross
Lawrence H. Rudzki
Richard John Ruhalan
Gary Lawell Sanders

Edward Chester Sekton
Frederick Lawrence Stackable
David William Swets
Ronald James Taylor
Paul Gene Ernest Valentino

Frank Benjamin Vecchio
Morley Allen Wassermann
Joseph R. Wietek
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN ENGINEERING

From the College of Engineering

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Agoes Achir
Nicholas Bear, Jr.
Gordon R. Davies

Clayton Wesley Good
Norman Dean Hupp
Francis Shih-chang Lo

Richard Wilbur Mickelson
Edward J. Niemiec
Richard Grandon Westerman

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Robert D. Leland
Jitendra Govindrao Nemivent

Edward Kenneth Ranke

Thomas Malcolm Waltz

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING MECHANICS

Michael Martin Bahn

Yugo Kovach

Shao Nan Lee

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

David Joseph Barrett
Ronald Martin Gabel

Robert E. Garlo

John Thomas Hoey, Jr.

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Vern E. Brooks
Joseph Harry Emme

David Hyde Hill

David Gregory Kolodziej

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING

Bernd Karl-Ludwig Klopfer

Frank Ronald Ray

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

James Ronald Cook
William Rogers Geddis
Leonard J. Gursky

Yong Che Kim
Bruce Gilbert Scheiden

Douglas John Charles Simmons
Paul Ernest Viera

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

George Edward Aho
Kenneth O. Bonin

Thomas Russell Hendricks
Vasilios J. Kouskoulas

Frank Petrich

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Jean G. Beecuregard
Robert Charles Browerlee
Joseph William Dennison, III
Erwin Marshall Fitchett
*Glenn B. Gawler
Richard Joyner Genik
Bennie L. Grier
Ivanca Hatich

John Robert Holmstrom
Hans Joachim Kuschmianus
Louis E. Krafft
Robert Paul Oppenhein
Wayne D. Panyan
Phillip Lloyd Poole
Rockne R. Ristau
Antoine Charles Sartor

Walter Frederick Schoenbach
Anton Simon, Jr.
Glenn Dauris Smith
Robert F. Spain
David Earl Spore
Frederick James Werner
Lawrence Frank Wooden
Edward J. Zulinski

*In the several colleges and schools of the University where it is customary to recognize outstanding achievement with special notice, an asterisk before a candidate's name denotes attainment of a high scholastic average. The official list of graduates cited for "distinction" or "high distinction" will be compiled subsequently and their diplomas will carry the appropriate notation. This practice is not observed in the College of Education or at the Graduate level.
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN ENGINEERING—Continued

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING PHYSICS
David Earl Sundstrom

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Robert Lee Burns
William James-Clemens
Philip A. DeLangis
Charles David Hall
Peter Kalakish, Jr.
Roger Norman Wittkop

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Roberto Batelha Boscardi
Velimir S. Boskovich
Sami F. Farhoud Bou Daher
Robert R. Bregi
Robert J. Garfias
Arnold Henn
Floyd N. Ladd
Tat-Hing Leung
Carlos A. Martinez G.
John R. Monarch
Amir Rohav
Lloyd Walker Rogers, Jr.
George William Rourke
Juan B. Salazar-Morval
Peter Charles Schram
Cornell M. Timney
Kenneth Robert Trosien
Lee W. Warembkevich
Thomas Joseph Zebula

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING
Neal H. Ardahi
James Becker Padden
James K. Schmitt
Ralph A. Tafel
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN PHARMACY

From the College of Pharmacy

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Georgie Alperin

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY

Mary Edna Aboud
Henley Abramson
C. Douglas Acor
Gerald H. Bell
Louis Lucky Bloch
Charles Borg
Michael Joseph Demchak
John Charles Gworyk
Stuart Howard Goldfine
Seymour Allen Goss

Emanuel John Kamon
Leroy Philip Kereus
Martin Koby
Mickey Harold Kole
Seymour Manello
Frederick William Nickels
Martin Leonard Peltz
Jovanka Petrovich
Larry R. Pilat
Marie Christine Podgoroka

Samford LeRoy Porvin
Hippolit Potocki
Bernard M. Rabinowitz
Thomas James Schaut
Lloyd Starr
Robert Marvin Sternberg
Gerald A. Wagel
William LeslieWilliams
Khamis Ayad Ziadah

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN NURSING

From the College of Nursing

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Mary Jane Leahy Baron
Geraldene Felton

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Linda Lee Armstrong
Marilyn Kay Baker
Jeanette Delores Boucher
Ruth Ann Edna Brace
Anna H. Bush
Sandra Katherine Cicolle
Alice M. Cikity
Gaynelle M. Coulter
Janet Langdon Crielier
Maureen T. Dalley
Harvey Day
Gloria Jean Dickens
Sharon Lee Anne Donaldson
Judith Ann Elliott
Mary Patricia Endress
Ruth Athelia Gernham

Marie Frances Gutowski
Donna Jean Hafnford
Adele Elise Hayden
Antoinette Ann Juozunas
Alice Luella Kenna
Jeanne Karen Wierimaa
Kempainen
Nancy Elaine Kirk
Judith Marie Korsnes
Elaine Elizabeth Koski
Shirley Ann Kuhr
Marilyn Marie Leone
Mary Janice Lightfoot
Jean Louise McNeil
Margaret Evelyn Morrison
Janice Kinney Moyes

Norma Ruth Newman
Joyce Louise Noble
Grace Doud O'Malley
Roslyn Marie Pavlisnak
Patricia Jeanne Carrow Perosak
Sandra Anita Pettinga
Delphine Shott
Eleanor Sidor
Phyllis J. Smith
Katherine Anne Sparks
Judith Ann Stalffsmith
Mary Luetta Stewart
Jane Marie Thompson
Beverly Jean Walters
Janie Will Whittier
Lorraine Elisabeth M. Winston

Katharine Faville, M.S., R.N., Dean

Dorothy E. Pinner
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

From the School of Business Administration

Walter C. Folley, M.S., Sc.D., Dean

MASTERS OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Frank A. Boddy
Bruce Charles Brede
Kenneth Patrick Cave
William Lee Craig

Chitra Harilal Desai
John Rodney Green
Allen J. Harbaugh
Gerald I. Kraus

Archie Thelmer Lallin
Gary S. Long
John David Serrey
Gali W. Yauch

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Martin David Haron
Andrew Paul Savoie

Edward Bell van Buren

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

William J. Abdo
Hillel L. Abrams
Jerome Acker
Jim Warren Albright
Donald Franklyn Anderson

Daniel Richard Andrew
Stephen J. Antonczak
Michael W. Becker
Joseph Anthony Bedway
Alvin Bernava

Charles G. Blake
Harvey Paul Blavin
James Allen Brescoll
Gary Gent Bright
John Patrick Brown

John R. Hardesty
Lloyd E. Haver
Glen C. Highfield
John Steven Hepps
Souren Allen Hovsepian

Lawrence Hyman
Gerald E. Jackson
Charles L. Kerr
Donald Stanley Kaszypzyk
William Kingston

Thomas L. Kabylarek
Gordon R. Koch
Donald E. Krajeski
Theodore Joseph Krause
William Robert Kraeger

Marilynn Marguerite Ott
William Ozga
Robert S. Paces
Franklin John Palermo
Henry C. Palmer

Lawrence F. Portney
Neil Edward Pritchard
John Howard Robertson
Jack O. Robinson
Charles Vasile Roman

William Alan Rooker
Robert Simon Rovich
Vitautas Zenonas Rugienius
William Andrew Sarti
Barry Stephen Sarver

Robert William Scarnecchia
Ralph McMacken Scarrow
Vernon L. Schiller
Donald Earl Schippa
Sally Fisher See

Arthur George Seidler
Harold Sidney Smith
Thomas F. Spilane, Jr.
Roy Edward St. Amour
James Richard Stangis

Bruce B. Stanley
Lawrence Charles Termin
Kenneth Angus Thomson
William R. Utz
Fred A. Vollrath

David B. Wein
Mark S. Waisberg
Richard Allan Willard
Reymond Paul Zalazny
David John Zimmerman

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT

George Lampros, Jr.
John Edward Toohey
CANDIDATE FOR DEGREE IN MONTEITH COLLEGE

From Monteith College

BACHELOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Janet Eleanor Birnkrant

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN LIBERAL ARTS

From the College of Liberal Arts

MASTER OF ARTS

Alan P. Anderson
Earnest Gray Bell
Barbara G. Boring
Eloutherios Nicholas Bolsas
Esther M. Broner

Melvin Burke
Selma Cohen
Lillian Elizabeth Delmar
Carolyn M. DiBiaggio
Zabioulah Eltezam

June Jenkins Engstrom
John Rudolph Eriksson
Earl A. Ernst
Thomas Orin Flickema
Faith Foiger Gardner

Jenifer Mercedes Giannesia
Howard John Goodrich
William James Hanford
Carolyn Jane Hanson

Gordon Horsburgh
Lorraine I. Jakubielski
Chowdhry Rafiq Ali Khan
Audrey Spencer Kirkland
Stephen T. Kitai

Maria Santa LoCicero
John David McLain, Jr.
John DeWight McNutt
Leonard Melzlish
John R. Owen

Roger D. Petersen
Miriam M. Reik
William D. Reynolds
Lucian Ford Robinson
Joan Goldsmith Rosen

David Ruben
Paul Joseph Ruby
Nicholas Keith Sheridan
Herman Russell Silbiger

Larry Duane Singell
William Harrison Smith, Jr.
Geneva Smithham
Harold C. Smullen, II
Vera Blomfield Sperry

James J. Swanson
Sylvia Joanne Taylor
Richard John Thomas
Raymond David Travis
Nola Mary Huse Tutag

William C. Vassell
William Edward Waytrod
Peter Cheng-Chao Wang
John Charles Widman, Jr.
Sheldon W. Wigod

Isabel McKennaan Williams
Jane M. Yarnall
Palomba Paves Yashinsky
Richard Aldon Zimmerman

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Patricia Joan Burcar
Darwin O. Coy
Vernon Gordon Davies
Lawrence E. Doelin
Frederick Stephen Fisher

Bruce N. Hayes

James Gery Kirchner
Philemon Mitsya
James Edward Munson
Elizabeth M. Musial
Lillian E. Poplawski

Sigmund R. Potocki

David Edward Rasside
Ellen Shirley Eckwell Schwartz
Jeanette Samorville
Robert D. VanDell
Stephen Scott Wilson

MASTER OF URBAN PLANNING

Edward S. Kersch

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY

Harold Michael Alfusis
Clinton E. Cunningham
Arden Waters Enstrom

Edna Judith Ann Hall
Mary A. Overgard

Mary Frances Schwartz
Margaret Irene Steiger
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN LIBERAL ARTS—Continued

BAChElOR OF ARTS

Geraldine Louise Adams
Judith Ann Alleman
Miriam Ruth Alspector
Anne Amara
Anna Filo Arandash
Jean Marion Armstrong
*Antoinette T. Arsenault
Patricia Louise Babbage
Philip Gerald Bain
John Bardley
Elizabeth Dianne Barnes
Edward George Bartholomew
Frederick Michael Bassoff
Sarah Ann Baykian
Thomas Bayles

Valentine Baziliouskas
*Audrey Mae Becker
Robert Evan Becker
Samuel Bell
Frederick B. Bellamy

Jerry Leonard Birnbaum
Peter John Boos
J. C. Henry Borgman
Oscar Martin Boyajian
Stanley Boykansky

Allen John Brandau, Jr.
*Maria S. Brank
Gustav Milan Braun
Billy M. Brandt
Christopher Cooklin Brown

William L. Bulkley
Jennie Alexander Burchett
Carol Jean Burns
*George Nathan Cantor
*Gail Arlene Capitol

George A. Cartons
Phillip Neil Cascade
Amar S. Chahil
Robert Gregory Chavey
Walter F. Cherry, Jr.

Thomas Frederick Chope
Charles Frederick Clark
Robert James Classon
Richard A. Cogan
Allan P. Cohen

Jill Colleen Colberg
Rose Marie Cole
Marilynn Rhoda Colton
Robert David Coon
Barbara Ann Cooper

Richard Bert Copeland
Corina Frances Corey
Shirley Cribbs
Robert Clark Cross
Donald D. Cuchi
Patricia Odom Curry
Jacqueline Margaret Dacey

Gena Joseph D'Alessandro
James Edward Davis
James Russell Donley
George C. Dovsky
Patrick Michael Downey

Harriette Ruth Drachenberg
Seymour Henry Dussman
Theodore George Eckman
Anne Warner Edwin
Frank Edwards

Marjorie A. Edwards
*Harvey L. Eichner
Charles David Elias
Harrison L. Engle
James H. Erkflitz

Judith Hill Erlanbach
Jerry Samuel Michael Fagelman
*Sally Jane Fashbaugh
Michael Joel Faderman
*Hannelore Falch

Karen Joan Finger
William F. Finn
Claudia Land Fisher
Margaret Ann Fleischmann
Arthur Wallace Fleming

Ann J. Fomin
Will Otis Forehand
Robert A. Fowler, Jr.
Harold Benjamin Franklin
Augustus K. French

Peter Stephen Friedman
Irene Harriet Fruittman
Maureen M. Fylan
Marsha Louise Galazine
James F. Gavlock

Mary Dale Gatlin
Thomas Constant Gerber
Kay Anne Giannelli
Albert F. Glassford
Paul Martin Gold

Lawrence A. Goldman
Kenneth Lee Gore
Robert A. Graham, Jr.
Anita Babette Greenstein
David Robert Gregory

Paul Raymond Grekierewicz
Sidney H. Grossberg
Leslie Roger Grossfield
Patricia Gugas
Sydney A. Hawthorne

Barbara Mae Hay
Frederick Richard Heath, Jr.
*William Lewis Dawsonport Heinrichs
Jerome Paul Helman
Heinz Hintzen

Judith Ellen Hirshfield
Brian J. Hodge

*Marjorie Annette Hogg
John A. Holstein
Leonard Marcus Homer
Herbert Jerome Horowitz
Antoinette J. Horvath

Philip Myron Hosay
Richard Karl Huchzeremeyer
James Donald Hudson
Charles Frederick Hughes
*Frida Ferdinanda Louisa Huppe

Russell Arthur Hunt
Marie C. Hurford
Frederick Elias Isacson
James Robert Irwin
*Bradley Thor Iverson

Chooang Soo Jang
Joanne Jaslon
Frank J. Jehle, Jr.
*Brady Christoffer Johnson
Wallace Emanuel Johnson

John M. Jones
James Ray Kallio
Nancy Kasper
James William Keighley, Jr.
*Jasmu Sherwood Keiller

James Michael Kerrigan
Robert Anthony Kevaney
Mildred R. Kilgore
Renate Kochs
Richard Lee Komer

Mary Lee Kotyan
James Edward Kozar
*Angeline Kozlowicz
*Edward Richard Kukla
Dennis Walter Kubelski

*Raymond C. LeCharité
Jerry T. Lane
*Spencer A. Larsen, Jr.
Nicholl Alexander Lash
Nancy Elizabeth Lauppe

*Carl Burton Lauter
*Lynn Laws
Lorna Gayon Lawson
Joel Kapetansky Leib
Cynthia Lane Leinbach

Richard Burton Levine
Frank Caithin Lewis
Sidell Lewis
Lois Naomi Limond
*Winston Arthur Lindsay

Betty G. Linklater
Judith Ann Liptow
Thomas Nelson Little
Nancy Jo Lutman
Alan Ross MacEwen

Sharon Ann Maclean
*John Patrick Mahoney
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN LIBERAL ARTS—Continued

Michael A. Malis
Raymond Hy Marin
Daniel Stephen Marks
Cleo J. Martell
Sandra Lee Martin
Robert David Mates
Pleasant L. McBride, Jr.
J. Daniel Mertz
Edward Bruce Meth
Michael Patrick Mikessell
*Paul John Millo
Jason Graff Moehring
Aramais Molohan
Allen Barnes Moore
Louis Harry Moretti
Aremetta Morrison
Joel Samuel Morse
Judith Ann Murray
Lennie Murray
*Claudette Nadra

Charles Berge Nairn
Chryssyana Martha Nykorak Nahaniv
Robert Niccolini
Helen Klitorp Nielsen
Carolyn Marie Nili

Paul Louis Nine
Dorothy Ramirez Northup
Sirkka Lisa Nurmi
Eveline Lucille Oen
Elaine Emmons Olson

Raymond G. O'Neill
Donald William Osborn
Paula Louise Osius
Thomas Frederick Pagel
*Hilton Leslie Paige

Foy Donnell Palmer
Basile Gregory Papadakis
Allan Edward Pearson
Samuel Pearson, Jr.
Cynthia Mary Pellagrini

Victor Emil Pellismaa
Michael Paul Pelon
Arnold Gilbert Phillips
Mary Rose Plenda
James Kyle Pollock

Victor D. Popoff
Michael Ralph Potochick
Lawrence H. Powers
John Isaac Price
Verna Charleen Price

Naomi Pullman
Ellen Ann Purser
William Charles Quintan, Jr.
Jerome George Quinn
Sandra Eleanor Rabinowitz

Manuel R. Raimi
Paul Rice
Stanley H. Rickey
William Henry Roberts

Jon M. Robins
Herbert James Robinson
Mary Anne Renchen
Linda A. Rodden
Richard W. Rodgers

Brian George Rogers
Clarence Rogers
Jonathan Rosenzweig
Nancy Marie Ross
Vincenzo Rossi

Joel Roth
Hetty Rothenberg
Charles Frederick Routs
Carol Ann Rowland
Leon Marc Rubenfaer

Richard Allan Ryan
Judith Rose Sabo
Harold Frank Saxon
*Sheil S. Salasnek
Alexander N. Salovich

Alan H. Saltzman
*Barry Ivan Samuels
Julia Santini
Sidney Robert Satz
Charles M. Sawyer

Phyllis Esther Schatten
Paul Gerard Schirle
Mark Edward Schlussel
Werner Conrad Schroeder
Judith Young Schulz

Robert Otto Schulz
Anthony J. Schwarz
Jarvis Gerald Schwarz
Marjorie Louise Seibert
Lester Noah Shaw

Robert Lynwood Sleeters
Richard Emmett Sigler
James F. Simmons
Stuart Michael Simms
*Rae Lee Siporin

Gary Mark Sipple
Gilbert William Sirroti
Carl Richard Sivec
Jurina Ona Smogalskas
*Barry Gordon Smiler

Alfred H. Smith
Beatrice Marie Smith
Brian John Smith
Donald Arthur Smith
Robert Elliott Smith

*Roderick G. Smith
*Thelma I. Smith
Mersha Rose Smotolowicz
*Mark I. Solomon
Donald P. Sopita

Edward John Soronen
Barbara Mearl Splane
Joyce Sperling
Irving Stashefsky

David Butterick Stevenson
Judith Bizer Stillman
Anna Louise Stonehouse
Carl H. Stoutermire
Allen Stross

Robert Michael Stutz
Marlene Stana Sukunda
Michael David Surawitz
Carole Sue Sussman
Zelma F. Sussman

*Joan M. Sutherland
Alice Jean Sylvester
Kenneth Elmer Taber
Kathryn Marie Taylor
Santranella Thomas

Lawrence Alfred Thompson
Michael Terrance Timmis
James S. Trecaik
Joseph Louis Tropaa
George D. Troult

Jean Carol Tryon
Marshall Benton Tynnn
Herman Robert Ude
Judith Spencer Van Schaack
Katia E. Visi

Edward John Vulpe
Jessie M. Waddel
Glenn C. Wade
Paul William Walaskay, Jr.
Barbara A. S. Warner

Jane Jednak Wayne
*Stanley Michael Weingarden
Gilbert Kesten Weisman
Calvin Aaron Weiss
Martin Lewis Weisman

*Stephen Anthony Weiswasser
David T. Wallman
Forrest Wells
Grace Carolyn Weston
Neal Brian Westveer

Sandra J. Whiting
Charles Nelson Wicks
Bernice Sophie Wiktor
Wilmer Erhard Wilde
Birdie Eugenie Willis

James G. Wilson
Sandra Elaine Wilson
*John Edward Windish
Mark Anthony Wolshan
Rhoda Lee Wolshan

Richard J. K. Woodburn
*Beverly June Werkman
Charles E. Yablonski
Ramona Gillespie Yarmony
David George Yuenis

Larissa Tetiana Zubal
Lawrence James Zucal
Louis Zaidan
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN LIBERAL ARTS—Continued

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
David John Barr
Richard J. Bilelitis
William Wayne Childers
Joseph Craine
John Patrick Daly
Otto Mathew Dixon, Jr.
Peter James Donohue
Clyde Allen Feazell
Eugene Joseph Hibbard
Richard P. Josasitis
*Doris Atkinson Karchevski
William John Lawson
David Thornton Lanier
Kay Ann McGinty
*Eleanor Margaret McLellan
John Clark Mills
Edith F. Muscillo
Lois Elaine Pilate
Karen Mae Severs
Grover Wayne Smith
Charles Frederick Strull
Dennis A. Ura
Gary Charles Willcock
Richard Eugene Wingerson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Harvey Gerald Ager
Barry Berk
Joseph M. Bollinger, Jr.
Robert Charles Buzo
*Gabriel Gifor
William Robert Cox
Fred Delcomyn
Clifford L. Doane
Dean Frederick Eichenberg
Mark Brian Eichner
David Faust
Curtis Lee Frazier
Jack Richard Garbooskian
Robert Stephen Hettner
Robert Donald Havira
David Darrell King
Marvin M. L. Kofender
*Robert David Levi
Harry William Lipsitz
Theodorus Matthew Mendry
Lummy Massengale, Jr.
James Maurice McNulty
James Floyd Nykanen
Donald Abbott Peteet
David L. Peterson
Leslie Lillian Petrich
Ronald Pitts
Sanford Z. Pollak
John Wallace Risk
David Albion Roellig
George Woolfitt Rogers
Robert Alva Rose
Donald Roth, Jr.
Harvey Gilbert Roth
Joliel A. Shallal
Jamil Aziz Shalal
Victor Frank Skuratowicz
Daniel Raphael Snyder
*Gail Joan Splitter
Gerald Sherwin Stone
Richard Bernard Traitel
Arunas Teodoras Udrys
Herbert Weisenthal
Snowden A. Williams, Jr.
Hyman Yee
William Richard Zdan
Frederick A. Zydeck

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY
Norman Charles Adamowicz
*Barbara Diane Behrens
Jerry Sheldon Cohen
Gregory Michael Collins
Warren Craig Duane
Campbell Mansour Eastman
Duane Clay Hargis
Lew Mykola Hryhorczuk
*Nancy Ellen Jackson
Jean Jessup
Wanda Livingston
Calvin Lee Neumann

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HOME ECONOMICS
Gwendolyn Christmas
Valial Devahastin
Maggie Louise Forbes
Linda Emily Doyle Genik

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
Loreen Ann Thomas Baldwin
Sharon Romaine Beaufait
Barbara Mae Bestrom
Julie Catherine Brovarney
Elaine Janet Chappell
*Sudy Lee Engelbeum
Darlus Joan Grindle
*Emmy Jacobsitz
Geraldina Yvette-Marie Williams
Lee
Phyllis Carole Shapiro
Elizabeth Sue Simon
Mary Ann Stroker
Malvin Leroy Tinsley

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Sister M. Charles of St. Joseph,
O. Carm.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS
*Ronald Allen Andrews
Clifford Lee Asaltine
Michael David Cowan
Peter William France
Robert H. Hammerle
Joseph D. Hrycyszyn
Lawrence George Oser
Isidoros Spanos
*Talbert Sheldon Stein
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN EDUCATION

From the College of Education

MASTER OF ARTS

Arnold Ray Drefuss
John Taylor Dumes
Leila Augustine Williams Llorens

Francis C. Rosecrance, Ph.D., Dean

John Stuart Lurmer, Jr.
Elaine Rae Newman Roan
Richard Carl Wooten

MASTER OF EDUCATION

Geraldine Eleanor Wolfe Alam
Jean Audrey Crook Alexander
Eula Ann Towle Alkama
Sol Alpiner
Janet Mary Ames

Gertrude Dorothy Friedmann
Armstrong
George Arthur William Baker
Irvine Barrat
Ida Mary Nader Barr

Arletta Mae Small Beard
Keith Duane Berkley
Raymond Joseph Bernstein
George Leslie Bibbs
Kurt Edward Biedermann

Robert Frederic Bildson
Janet Elaine Black
Mamie Josephine Davis Blanding
Moore Braum
Eugene Brusco

Alvin Anthony Buechel
Kenneth W. Burgess
Mary Alice Trudegen Bush
David Edward Cannons
Velda Lawn Carter

Phyllis Jean Carverer
Shirley Elizabeth Jenkins Chandler
Lilias Louise Butler Clair
Michael Dian Collins
Christine Shirley Cornell

Artene Meta Ott Cotter
Elizabeth Freda Crumrine
Rose Mary Catencol Custer
Ronald Sherman Cyrul
Alice Elizabeth Rydzewski Czarota

Gwendolyn Wilson Darnell
May Sabarooff Davidson
Gordon Wells Davis
Samuel Davis, Jr.
Joan Dehn

Brazeal Wayne Dennard
Earl Douglas Dolg
Margaret Lucille Traw Dohae
Jean Josephine Erickson Chard
Dorchak

Conrad Richard Dowel
James Harry Doyle
Tillman Dozier

Raymond Duane Dumas
Ethel Marion Burns Dyer
Vivian Gloria Edmonds
James Donald Egler
Margaret Mary Engelsmann

Helen Talbert Felton
Mildred Vasseck Felder Felton
Donna Mae Marshall Fosh
Genevieve Agnes Quintian Frank
Annette Dorothea Sniderman
Freedman

Marjorie Louise Freeman
Dorothy Ann Gardner
Vivian Clifford Gardner
Martha Jean Denham Garrett
Norma Jean Balk Gillette

Teresia Marie Gostomski
Ruth Lillian Calhoun Grace
May George Granata
Elvin Harden Graves
Oliver Adams Green, Jr.

Patricia Ann Green
Angela Helen Gronkowski
Rene Kron Harari
William St. Clair Harding
Mona Lue Tribbiet Hartery

Mary Ruth Caudill Hartman
Jane Millay Dunskell
Janice Marie Hatchett
Lawrence Martin Haver
Barbara Jean Henderson

Walter Herzog
Agnes Frances Hixson
Alice Alora Hobbs
William Edward Hobbs
Wilfred Royal Hocking

Audra Juanita Boatwright Holmes
Leland Newton Huff
Dorothea Agnes Hunter
Mary Arnold Heath Huriburt
Joan Ella Jackson

Edward Peter Jagaszy
Frances Esseldeal Peeples Johnson
John Lumenel Johnson
Maxine Jacobs Johnson
Mildred Soller Kaminsky

Blanche Price Keefan
Edward Leonard King, Jr.

Raymond George Knes
Beverly Jean Robertson Kofender
Douglas John Kolb
Maxine Vera Anderson Koshay
Clyde Paul Kraft

Belle Beauchal Flasher Krause
Edwin Krupa
Walter Wladyslaw Kwapisz, Jr.
Rosetta Rescinito T. LaMagna
Chester Louis Lamb

James Daniel Landsfeld
John George Lenox
Barbara Jane Boening Lewand
Lillian Elizabeth Licata
Erlice Ernestine Long

Helen Elizabeth Turner Lowery
Earl Dale Lundquist
Maye Ashby Hamrick Lutz
Kathleen MacKay
Mary Antoinette Farina Madonna

Irma A. Miller Mann
Bernice Lucile Howard Marsh
Thomas Marshall
Dorothy Ruth Taylor Bridget Martin
Frederick Arthur Matzke

Joan Key McClelland
Betty Lois Latimer McKinney
Lois Evelyn Betzer McLeod
Harold William Meagher
Ethel Marie Didier Miller

Mabel Marqer Mayr
Nina Lenore Jacobson Mitchell
Roosevelt Mobley
Ronald Joseph Monfette
Estel Feldkamp Mumber

Maedella Vivian McDonald Murphy
Odell Nalls
William Ellis Neff
Victoria Catherine Latour Nelson
Harriet Alice Bernbaum Newman

Elise Finzel Nolf
Ray David Norton
Joseph John O'Hara
Jeanne Marie Robinson Omelenchuk
Lennie Wjeskis Ordon

Joseph Dale Parker
Richard Murray Parres
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN EDUCATION—Continued

Margaret Ovetta Shackelford
Patterson
Elizabeth Pelak
Carl Andrew Pandracki
Mary Elizabeth Holligan Pheney
Ruth Eleanor Giblin Ploon
Lucille June Pollack
Grace Clara Pollock
Isabella Lenore Chynoweth Pope
Sarah Paula Popovich
E. Vivian Powell
Wallace Gerald Prince
Jimmie Neil Queen
Geraldine Schumer Raznik
Charles Allen Remus
John George Reeves
Lyttie Arnold Riddle
Don Allan Riehl
Addie Ruth Steele Robbins
Anne Carol Young Roberts
George William Roberts
Janet Marie Roberts
Velora Robinson
Muriel Joyce Katz Rosenbaum
Richard Charles Rosenthal
Agnes Patricia Ruggiero
Velma Sue Meacham Ruhly
Victoria Jeanne Saltis
Virginia Bernice Boyd Santos
Dale Emanuel Schane
Gloria Ione Laginess Scheuer
Ida Lois Weimer Schindler
John Robert Schindler
Margaret Mary Toohey Scott
Paul Douglas Scott
Lorraine May Dolzen Shappard
Mathew Paul Sirerota
Raymond Donald Slive
Dolores Ann Czubaj Slovinski
Barbara Jo Spehar
William Mark Stafford
Marian Camille Kinney Stephens
Albert James Stevens
Thomas Garven Sutton
Anthony Bernard Talarek
Leonidas Tavoularis
Ora Christine Ross Taylor
Judith Ann DeLong Thomas
Katie Lee Cochran Thompson
Chrystal Garrell Powell Tibbs
Jacqueline Tilles
Joseph Gerald Todaro
Kathryn Radovan Trim
Shulamith Laitkin Tuckman
Mario Estelle Klabert VanAken
Frank Martin VanPoppelens
Albert Abraham Ward
John Arthur Warren
Gloria Erickson Weber
Dora Virginia Wells
Thomas Francis Whall
Mabel Irene Rowlson Whitaker
Julia Meta Arnold Williams
Willie Estelle Hicks Woods
Tekea Zero

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION

Mary Ellen Adams
Don Alfred Adderley
Lawrence Homer Alexander, Jr.
Anne Kathryn Anderson
Olga A. Anderson
Sandra Boren
Inge Reumann Bauer
Ivanka Beginin
Diane Eileen Barnstein
Joyce Ruth Blak
Christina Halina Brynski
Arthur Michael Carter III
Helene Sheila Clifford
Linda Joan Cohen
Gertrude Louise Cushman
Helen Nancy Doszkiewicz
Mary Elizabeth Dell
Vida Katherine Dimievicius
Janice Hensil Dobson
Linda Donley
Kathleen Elaine Elsey

Mary Ellen Adams
Rose Elkin Forber
Adrienne Goldberg
David Earl Grainger
Irene Elizabeth Grathwohl
Norma Maxine Haddock
Patricia Elaine Piet Harants
Sheila Anne Ipsen
David Henry Jones
Rosalee J. Jones
Mary Annah Jordan
Harriet Clark Kennedy
Jan S. Koval
Barbara Ann Kwiat
Phyllis R. LaPonte
Barbara Gloria Losh
Loretta Pauline Mallory
Gail Frances Mann
Carole Wurtsmith Mazurek
William Cecil McDonald
Beverly Ann Montgomery
John Joseph Moreau
Sandra Jay Morrow
Danis M. Osterman
Barbara Ann Owen
Evelyn Pinto
Mary Rasnick
Ronald J. Rymarcz
Sally Goodell Schmidt
Laura Exner Smith
Margaret A. Sterling
Gail Sukanic
Jack Owen Summers
Elizabeth Tasich
Robert Norman Thomas
Virginia M. Tiefel
Charles Egbert Turner
Artene Mary Vandervort
Carol Suzanne Vettraino
David Washington
Eileen C. Zolad

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION

Leah Marie Abboushi
Gloria Rebane Adams
John Oscar Adams
Margaret Ann Adams
Ruth E. Adams
Sheldon I. Adelson
Eileen Helen Adler
Florence M. Agejenian
George Calvin Agin, Jr.

Leah Marie Abboushi
Anita Ann Aho
Mohamed Harouna Badih
Alameddine
Roberta Jane Amo
Arnold Charles Anderson
Calvin Houston Andrews
Dorothy Winifred Armstrong
Jo Ashley
Ingolf Bach

Norma Jean Bachmann
Patricia A. Bagdel
Dorothy R. Baier
Linda Ruth Batahan
Eleanor Marecki Balchan
George Austin Baldwin
Virginia Ann Ebert Barber
Louise T. Barbour
Sydney James Barclay
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN EDUCATION—Continued

Carol A. Beane
John Bedrosian
Judith Lee Belunas
Shirlee W. Bennett
Dorothy Alice Bernard
Leah Berg
Daniel Lee Bergman
Mary Ann Berlin
Phyllis Susan Berman
Gladys Bernstein
Herbert Bernstein
Rodger Del Barry
Mel Manton Bishop
Barbara Jeanne Blacher
Sharron Lee Blasko
Rosemarie Block
Barbara Kay Boughner
Johnetta Bowen
Hazel H. Bowling
Jeannette Anna Bowman
Gary Dean Boyll
James M. Branch
James O. Bronson
Elaine H. Braybrook
Frank B. Bruno
Mara Anita Bruveris
Helen Ruth Burgess
Mabel Katherine Burgess
Shirley Ann Burko
Elliot Harvey Burns
Joseph Canarrino Butler
Alba Deai Bannon
Robert David Caplan
Janet Elaine Carlson
Herbert R. Carrier
Sheila E. Cascade
Susan Castlemam
Stephen D. Chennault
Rebecca Rava Chodoroff
Leona J. Chope
Mabel Squier Christman
Marilyn Lorraine Clancy
Judith Lee Cohen
Margaret Collins
Pamela Dee Collaraffi
Roberta Calville
Ralph Conlan
Martha Morrison Cooper
Jane Elizabeth Copeland
 Mildred J. Burton Copeland
Mary Joan Corbett
Barbara Jane Cormack
Janet Eileen Cornell
George Donald Cowan
Gloria Jean Crecchiole
Janice May Crawford
Louise E. Cutshall
Kay Ellison Darden
Alberta M. Davis
Anita Phyllis Davis
Robert Delashmit
Virginia Demerjian
Dorothy Marietta Charlotte DePablo
Elizabeth Yvonne Desantis
Vincent Samuel DeSanto
Dolores Adrienne DeVolder
Ruth Ellen Dolsen
Nancy Margaret Doran
Ernestine Douglas
Nellie L. Downing
Donald Edwin Drain
Carol Lee Dreslinski
Arthur E. Dries
Ann Nichols McMillan Drothler
Marie Bailey Eastwood
Virginia Lea Edmison
Carolyn Ann Edwards
Edna Eldhorne
Suzanne Eisenberg
Linda Marie Elvin
Susan Barbara Engelman
Arsenio Espinoza
Betty Jeana Eudy
Ida Shaffer Fellik
Maxine Catherine Fellik
David John Fetter
Constance Levy Filner
Colleen Flanery Fillmore
Audrey L. Fisher
Mary Ellen Floer
Marjorie Snell Frazier
Margaret Free
Barbara Elizabeth Bowles Freeman
Howard Wesley Freeman
Linda Rochelle Friedman
Eric Lehmann Fromm
Sandra Joyce Gerber
Dallas Oral Garrett
Norma Jeanne Gaynor
Francis Richard Gbur
Melvin George
Janice Ellen Gerhart
Arthur C. Goff
Glenn I. Goodrich
Glynn L. Goodwin
Joseph George Graber, Jr.
Loretta Elaine Greer
Katherine Sue Hanaway
Harold Harris
Roger W. Haskell
Douglas Alan Hedemark
Leroy Herron, Jr.
Joyceann Hessling
Robert Raymond Hetherington
Twilla Aline McNary Hirtzel
Carol J. Holman
Deeise Lynn Horowitz
Dona J. Horton
Virginia R. Husul
Grace Jeannette Hunt
Lana Gale Hurwitz
Victor P. Inske
Carole Ann Jackson
Irene Marian Jackson
Sheldon Jacobs
Celia S. Jacobson
Angela Lucille Terrelle Jamison
Marie Louise Beyer Jeakle
Doris Jeffries
Mary Guest Jennings
Mary H. Jocz
Kenneth R. Johnson
Margaret Helen Johnson
Mary Janet Johnson
Mary Edna C. Jones
Barbara Karch
Gerald Casimer Kasner
Judith Sylvia Kass
Dora Kates
Harvey Leon Katz
Rochelle Katz
Dorothy P. Kelch
Emily R. Kelvington
Sheila Margaret Kerr
Edna Arax Keverkian
Geneva H. Brow Kinney
Harriet Brody Kirschner
Roger John Klein
Dorothy Ann Klene
Lucille W. Klepinger
Valerie Joan Koppelgren
Joanna Kohn
Dolores Patricia Kopek
Ada L. Kopetko
Ann Kossyda
Ronald D. Krahe
Rose Anne Kraker
Margaret J. Kublak
Lucille Kulczynski
Leon Jan Kurczynski
Jane Evan Kurkowski
Dorothy K. Kurtz
Elaine Helen Kuvet
Barbara Ann Lahti
Virginia Jean Lamet
Linda Landau
Rita Landau
Deanna Lynn Lawson
Margaret Lucille Lancaster Lawson
Benjamin Lazich
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN EDUCATION—Continued

Harold Arnold Leach
Margaret Anne Elder Lesser
Fay Levine
Sharon Lee Levine
Ellen Laura Lewis

Lola Lillian Lisklewicz
Eula Lue Maul Logan
Audrey JoAnn Lutz
Inez Irene Lutz
Lona L. Lyons

Alberta Maynadene MacKenzie
Joseph M. Maguire
Barbara Ann Manheim
Michelle Manheimer
Rosanne K. Marchand

Nick Markakis
Sheila Arline Markle
Kenneth L. Marzka
Priscilla Ann Masonis
Margaret A. McClain

Cynthia Ann McCullen
Cora Marie McEntire
Virginia Gray McGarr
Sally Mae Whitney McMichael
Aurora Jeannette Melikian

Andrew Leon Mells
Frederick F. Michalk
Joan A. Miller
Joyce Harju Miller
Marcia Morris Miller

Ciro John Minella
Barbara Judith Miro
Nancy C. Mitchell
Nancy J. Monacelli
Mary Ellen Ross Montfort

Cecelia Philomene Franck Mount
Lillian Muczynski
David George Muxworthy
William Nelson
Dennis H. Neubacher

Shirley Kerr Newman
Dorothy Louise Nicholson
Terry V. Noelke
Dorothy M. Norman
Dorothy Sue Armstrong Norton

Helen Mary O'Connor
Barbara Ann Ornowski
James V. Orr
Gerald H. Palmer
Elizabeth Yeun Uhl Parr

Larry Melvin Parsky
Mary Margaret Penman
Mary Jo Petropoulos
Herbert Lee Pickard
Joseph Pietraszkiewicz, Jr.

Mary Bolton Pinnick
Glen Harold Piper

Geraldine Patricia Pittel
Dorothy Pittman
Joseph A. Pizzi
Richard Frank Popp
William A. Posey, Jr.

Alpha O. Potter
Barbara Ann Provencher
Patricia Ann Reimann Putnam
Daniel Reid Quinn
Hazel Edden Ramsey

Elizabeth Rose Raskin
Phyllis Elaine Raub
Elaine Dale Radich
Beatrice M. Rano
Ann K. Richards

Ruth Richardson
Claire Censner Richmond
Lowel Thomas Riggs
Harry V. Ringleisen
Croteal Robbins

Willie Cecil Robinson
Frances B. Roman
Peter Tyler Rondat
Dorothy Ann McCombs Roth
Harvey Saul Rubenstein

Thomas Redlick Rucker
Virginia Ethel Rucker
Ruth Kylee Runminger
Barbara M. Ruskin
Violet Eklund Rutledge

Edith June Sadows
Magdalene M. Seajewicz
Edward Carl Selowitz
Judith M. Saponaro
Lydia Mary Sarandan

Ernita Lavee Schachinger
Barbara Ann Schimmel
Fern Schneider
Pearl C. Schneider
Linda Gene Schulte

Doris Mae Schultz
Robert Heman Schultz
Toby Merrill Schwartz
Yohnes Wolda Sellassie
Marleen Mitsu Setoda

Grace Naomi Bartholomew Shannon
Virginia LeFaye Sharpe
Geraldine Shaemaker
Kenneth T. Silcox
Diane Karol Silverman

Linda Sue Silvers
Nancy Ann Simpson
Florence S. Singer
Patricia Jane Slaweski
Violet Sliwmen

Mary Frances Smith
Shirley Smith

Margaret Ann Snyder
Michael Soluk, Jr.
Lily S. Somppi
Vera Diane Stein
Margaret O. Stephenson

Richard Donald Stetter
Norma E. Stevens
Jerome A. Stonick
Sarah Turin Sussman
Marjorie Yvonne Sweeney

Frances L. Swett
Carolyn Ruth Sykes
Delores Sykes
Maybelle Ellen Tail
Virginia Brown Tapert

Robert Anthony Thebert
Lorraine Thrush
Emma Louise Reed Tillman
Richard Leon Tillick
Donna Mae Treffry

Anne Maria Truluck
Georgiana George Tzeirani
Jean Morton Uquhart
Rita Kristina Vadoss
Judith Anne Cavallier Volk

Ruth Bjornstad YouVakis
Verna Gloria Wade
Phyllis Wald
Lorraine Elizabeth Wallace
Emma Jean Walters

Marguerite Walton
Christine Elizabeth Werczak
Gerald Grant Washburn
Ruth C. Wass
Carol J. Webb

Phyllis Ann Webb
Mary M. D. Weber
John Will Webster, Jr.
Barbara Wood
Sanford Arthur Weinstein

Charlene Weiseman
Marilynn Ann Wellear
Carol G. Weller
Richard Leonard Wells
Susan Lamak Werschky

Elizabeth Jean Whitehead
Claudia Wilkerson
Celia Barnett Wilson
Kay Mabel Woodall
Theodore Bernard Woodson

Sharon Lee Wortley
Randolph Zeigler
Michael Andrew Zelenak
Anne Young Zimmer
Patricia Anne Zondak

Richard Glenn Zychynski
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN EDUCATION—Continued

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN RECREATION LEADERSHIP
James Douglas Moore  Walter Timmer  John Rutherford Wingo

RECIPIENTS OF THE AIR FORCE CERTIFICATE
Charles L. Karr  Donald E. Krajewski  David Earl Sundstrom
David Darrell King  Michael Ralph Potochick  Lawrence James Zucal

The appearance of a name on these lists is presumptive, but not conclusive evidence of graduation.
HONORARY ALUMNI

Morris Adler
Howard Hathaway Aiken
William Foxwell Albright
Paul Hensel Appleby
Rukmini Devi Arundale

Howard Charles Baldwin
Thomas Alvin Boyd
Arthur B. Bronwell
Prentiss Marsh Brown
Samuel Miller Brownell

Ralph Johnson Bunche
Harold William Burrows
George Edward Bushnell
Henry Magnus Butzol
Harvey James Campbell

Walter Frederick Cary
Florence Gertrude Cassidy
Bruce Cotton
John Chalisis
Walker Lee Cisler

Edward N. Cole
Paul Coremans
Stuart Appleton Courtis
Selden B. Cray
Avery Odelle Craven

Elizabeth Caroline Crosby
Selden Bennett Daume
Derek Ernest Danny-Brown
John George Diefembaker
Joseph Morrall Dodge

Percival Dodge
Marcel Duchamp
Frank Dwight Eaman
Gerald Ernest Eddy
Martha May Eliot

Eugene Bradley Elliott
John Richard Emens
Richard Stanley Merrill Emrich
Fred Christian Fischer
Athanas Paul Fontaine

James Harold Foote
John Battice Ford
Lawrence Kelso Frank
Ferdinand F. W. Friedensburg, Ill
Nelson Glueck

Josephine Fellows Gomon
William Thomas Gossett
Lawrence McKinley Gould
Oskar Maria Graf
Gertrude Lockwood Grawn

Delmar Sherrille Harder
Paul Ramsey Hawley
Lay Wesley Henderson
David Dodds Henry
Edward John Hickey

Sister M. Honora
Icie Macy Hoobler
Ormond Edson Hunt
Sol Huret
Eleonore Louise Hutzel

Harry Francis Kelly
Mervin J. Kelly
William Kline Kelsey
Thamet Khoman
Paulina Park Wilson Knapp

Sebastian Spering Kresge
Arthur Frederick Lederle
Donald Sparling Leonard
Theodore Levin
Dean McAllister Lierle

Elizabeth Wilkins Livingstone
Robert Hill MacRae
Charles Henry Mahoney
Benjamin Raymond Marsh
Samuel Lyman Atwood Marshall

Frederick Carl Matthaei
Ruth Morgan McEvoy
Richard Harding McFeely
Douglas Murray McGregor
Harvey Milton Merker

Catherine Morgan
Jack Andrew Morton
Harry Monroe Nelson
Allan Nevins
Chester William Nimitz

William John Norton
Paul Paray
Chad Joseph Raseman
Walter Philip Reuther
Edgar Preston Richardson

George Rieveschel
Harry Milton Robbins
George Wilcken Ramsey
Grace Ross
Alexander Grant Ruthven

Emilie Gleason Sargent
Ralph Alanson Sawyer
Leonard Andrew Scheske
Karl E. Schmidt
Paul Bigelow Sears

Karl Shapiro
Amos Ramsey Shilds
William Adams Simonds
Charles Casper Simons
Leonard Norman Simons

Charles Albert Sink
W. McKay Skillman
William John Stapleton
Anne Campbell Stark
George Washington Stark

Roger Locay Stevens
Edson R. Sunderland
Frank Owen Taylor
Cleveland Thorburn
Edith Rhett Tilton

Mildred Lucille Tuttle
Ralph Adrian Ulvelling
Harold Clayton Urey
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe
Theodore von Keman

James Keir Watkins
Oscar Webber
Richard Hudson Webber
John Hugh Webster
Lee A White

William Whitcomb Whitehouse
Alfred Heacock Whittaker
Nancy Quirk Williams
Lydia Kahn Winston
Minoru Yamasaki
ON CAPS, GOWNS, AND HOODS

One of the most colorful features of an academic procession is the appearance of the graduates, the faculty, members of the governing board, and guests of the University in fully academic costume. These caps, gowns, and hoods have long histories and their patterns and colors have special significance.

The gown recalls the time when all students in centers of higher learning were clerics, that is, members of the clergy, and therefore wore the garments which the Church considered proper for them.

The custom of wearing a cap comes from the Roman usage of conferring the right to wear a cap upon slaves when they were granted their freedom. At Scottish universities, such as St. Andrews, doctors are created by a ceremony called “capping” in which a cap is placed on their heads.

In modern universities, the distinctive mark of a degree is the hood. In its earliest form, the hood was simply an article of wearing apparel. The churches and lecture halls of European universities were cold, drafty places, so scholars wore hoods merely as head coverings, sometimes attached to a cape, sometimes worn separately.

American universities, unlike those of England and Europe, have adopted a standard code of academic costume. The cut and material of the gown, the color of the tassel on the cap, and the pattern and colors of the hood all have special significance.

Each person who is to receive a degree wears the gown appropriate to the degree to be granted. If he already holds a degree, he wears the hood of that degree, not the one he is to receive.

Bachelors’ gowns are closed at the throat and have long, pointed sleeves. Masters’ gowns are open in the front and have long sleeves, square and closed at the end, the arms coming through slits near the elbow. Doctors’ gowns are faced with velvet and have full, round sleeves. Each sleeve carries three bars of velvet, called chevrons.

The most colorful part of the costume is the hood. The color of the lining identifies the university which granted the highest degree held by the wearer. The color of the velvet trim indicates the faculty or department of learning in which the degree was earned.

The following table lists the color appropriate to each of the different branches of learning:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Branch of Learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APRICOT</td>
<td>NURSING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROWN</td>
<td>FINE ARTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUE–LIGHT</td>
<td>EDUCATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUE–DARK</td>
<td>PHILOSOPHY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CITRON</td>
<td>SOCIAL WORK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPPER</td>
<td>ECONOMICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAB</td>
<td>BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLD–YELLOW</td>
<td>SCIENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREEN</td>
<td>MEDICINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREEN–SAGE</td>
<td>PHYSICAL EDUCATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEMON</td>
<td>LIBRARY SCIENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLIVE</td>
<td>PHARMACY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORANGE</td>
<td>ENGINEERING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PINK</td>
<td>MUSIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PURPLE</td>
<td>LAW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALMON</td>
<td>PUBLIC HEALTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SILVER GRAY</td>
<td>ORATORY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE</td>
<td>ARTS AND LETTERS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CORRECTIONS TO THE COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM

JUNE, 1962

COLLEGE OF MEDICINE

MASTER OF SCIENCE
Add: Richard Walter Prior

LAW SCHOOL

JURIS DOCTOR
Delete: William M. Culbert
Add: Richard Bruce Bailey
       Roger B. Boesky
       Enrico V. Gualtieri
       Frank Benjamin Vecchio

BACHELOR OF LAWS
Delete: Edward Chester Sektan
Add: William N. Baird
       William M. Culbert
       Thaddeus J. Winarski

The following graduated with distinction:
High Distinction: Stuart S. Cpotowsky
Distinction: Thaddeus A. Bohlen
       Joel Arthur Lutz
       John R. Murphy

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
Delete: Bernd Karl Ludwig Klopfer

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Delete: Ivan Halich

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Delete: William James Clemens

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Delete: Robert J. Cafmeyer
       Tat Hing Leung
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING

Delete: James K. Schmitt

COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY

Delete: Bernard M. Rabinowitz

COLLEGE OF NURSING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Delete: Gaynelle M. Coulter

The following graduated with distinction:

Add: *Mary Patricia Endress

The following did not graduate with distinction:

Delete:* Judith Marie Kornsnes

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Delete: Stephen Arthur Crane
Delete: June Lisa Freeman
Delete: Frank Lodewijk M. Coeyvaerts
Delete: Lloyd E. Haver
Delete: Alfred Henry Kunert, Jr.
Delete: William Andrew Sarti
Delete: Barry Stephen Sarver
Delete: Raymond Paul Zelazny

Add: Russell E. Meckin

The following graduated with distinction:

Add: *Joseph Earl Bryce

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Delete: Kenneth Patrick Cave
MASTER OF ARTS

Delete: John DeWight McNutt
Delete: Nicholas Keith Sheridan
Delete: Peter Cheng Chao Wang
Delete: Richard Aldon Zimmerman

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Delete: Anne Amara
Delete: Robert David Coon
Delete: Patricia Odom Curry
Delete: Theodore George Eckman
Delete: Frank Edwards
Delete: James H. Erkfitz
Delete: Claudia Land Fisher
Delete: Margaret Ann Fleischmann
Delete: Ann J. Fomin
Add: Joyce Pullard
Delete: Maureen M. Fylan
Delete: Mary Dale Gatlin
Delete: Kay Anne Giennelli
Delete: Brian J. Hodge
Delete: James Robert Irwin
Delete: Brede Christoffer Johnsen
Delete: James Michael Kerrigan
Delete: Renate Kochs
Delete: James Edward Kosarem
Delete: Dennis Walter Kukulski
Delete: Raymond Hy Marin
Delete: Cleo J. Martell
Delete: Sandra Lee Martin
Delete: Michael Patrick Mikesell
Delete: Aremetta Morrison
Delete: Lonnie Murray
Delete: Charles Berge Mairn
Delete: Foy Donnell Palmer
Delete: James Kyle Pollock
Delete: Naomi Pullman
Delete: William Charles Quinlen, Jr.
Delete: Sandra Eleanor Rabinowitz
Delete: Paul Rice
Delete: Jon M. Robins
Delete: Brian George Rogers
Delete: Clarence Rogers
Delete: Charles M. Sawyer
Delete: Werner Conrad Schroeder
Delete: Beatrice Marie Smith
Delete: Donald P. Sophiea
Delete: Irving Stashefsky
Delete: Anna Louise Stonehouse
Delete: Robert Michael Stutz
Delete: Joan M. Sutherland
Delete: Alice Jean Sylvester
Delete: Santranella Thomas
Delete: Lawrence Alfred Thompson
Delete: Joseph Louis Tropes
Delete: George D. Troutt
Delete: Gilbert Kesten Weissman
Delete: Martin Lewis Weissman
Delete: Neal Brian Westvær
Delete: Wilmer Erhard Wilde
Delete: James G. Wilson
Delete: Larissa Tetiana Zubal

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Delete: Barry Berk
Delete: William Robert Bos
Delete: Jack Richard Garbooshian
Delete: Harry William Lipsitz
Delete: Thaddeus Matthew Mandry
Delete: David Albin Roellig
Delete: Donald Roth, Jr.
Delete: Victor Frank Skuratowicz
Delete: Daniel Raphael Snyder
Delete: Snowden A. Williams, Jr.
Delete: Hyman Yee

The following graduated with distinction:

Add:* #Barbera Ann Cooper
Add:* #Sirkka Liisa Nurmi
Add:* #Elsine Emmons Olson
Add:* #Barbara A. S. Warner

The following did not graduate with distinction:

Delete:* #Bradley Thor Iverson
Delete:* #Angeline Kozlovsic
Delete:* #Claudette Nadra
Delete:* #John Edward Windish

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

MASTER OF EDUCATION

Delete: Jean Audrey Crook Alexander
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION

Delete: Jo Ashley
Delete: Patricia A. Bagdol
Delete: Rodger Del Berry
Delete: Kay Ellison Darden
Delete: Colleen Flanery Fillmore
Delete: Virginia R. Hucul
Delete: Marie Louise Beyer Jeakle
Delete: Gerald Casimer Kasner
Delete: Dora Kates
Delete: Geneva H. Brow Kinney
Add: James Edward Lee, Jr.
Delete: Grace Naomi Bartholomew Shannon
Delete: Virginia LaFaye Sharpe
Delete: Claudia Wilkerson
WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY
COMMENCEMENT

FEBRUARY 8, 1962
COBO HALL — CONVENTION ARENA
BOARD OF GOVERNORS

HON. THOMAS B. ADAMS
HON. BENJAMIN D. BURDICK
HON. DeWITT T. BURTON
HON. MICHAEL FERENCE, JR.

HON. JEAN McKEE
HON. LEONARD WOODCOCK
HON. LYNN M. BARTLETT, Ex Officio

COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEE

John E. Bates
Wesley H. Churchill
Richard E. Collins
Sherwin S. Collins
F. Merse Cooke
Angelo M. Cucci
Arthur J. Dolsen
Peter J. Donohue
Robert W. Grant
Harlen L. Hagman
Howard M. Hess
Joseph E. Hill
Evelyn E. Holterf
Thelma G. James
Leonard Leone

J. Don Marsh
Don H. Palmer
Thomas W. Roberts
Richard H. Schell
Viola Sturges Schell
Homer D. Strong
Harold E. Tallman
John B. Thomas
Elsie W. Townsend
Elizabeth Platt Tschaech
Frank X. Tuohy
Harold E. Stewart, Chairman
William M. Borgman, Vice Chairman
Rupert L. Corright, Marshal

The Wayne State University Band under the direction of Angelo M. Cucci

The marshals and ushers serving during this commencement exercise are undergraduate students of the University
HYMN TO WAYNE

To thee, our Alma Mater,
Homage we bring.
Brave hearts raise grateful voices
   Thy praise to sing.
Young art thou, young and strong;
Renowned shalt thou live, and long;
Honors to thee will throng—
   And Fame to thee cling.

We laud thee, Alma Mater,
Guardian of Right.
Thou art our guide, our mentor—
   Thy name shines bright.
Keep Learning's light aflame,
And hold Truth a sacred name,
Honor, thy steadfast aim.
   All hail to thy might!

—Nicholas Stanley Oates '29
ORDER OF EXERCISES

OVERTURE
Piece Heroique

Cesar Franck

PROCESSIONAL
The Host of Youth

Guentzel

(The audience is asked to rise as the academic procession enters and to remain standing until the Invocation has been pronounced.)

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM

INVOCATION
Rabbi Israel I. Halpern, M.A., Congregation Beth Abraham

FOREWORD
The Honorable Leonard Woodcock, Wayne State University Board of Governors

THE CONFERRING OF THE HONORARY DEGREES
Clarence G. Hilberry, Ph.D., L.H.D., L.L.D., Sc.D., President of the University

THE CONFERRING OF THE ACADEMIC DEGREES

WELCOME TO THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Robert C. Lusk, Ed.D., President, Wayne State University Alumni Association

HYMN TO WAYNE
(The audience is requested to rise for the singing of the Hymn and to remain standing until the Recessional is completed.)

detar '27

BENEDICTION

RECESSONAL
University Grand March

Goldman
CANDIDATES FOR HONORARY DEGREES

FOR THE HONORARY DEGREES

Winfred A. Harbison, Ph.D., Vice President for Academic Administration

DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS

NELSON GLUECK

B.H., A.B., Ph.D.

Escort: Professor Donald H. Gordon

Nelson Glueck, President of Hebrew Union College - Jewish Institute of Religion, Professor of Bible and Biblical Archaeology, in his brilliant career as world renowned archaeologist, distinguished author and respected teacher, has joined scientific pioneering, Biblical scholarship and administrative talent.

Educated both in the United States and in Europe, he has given widely of his wisdom and understanding and has brought his great scholarship to the service of institutions of learning at home and abroad.

His explorations, throughout the Biblical lands, have often been undertaken in circumstances of physical danger and have always called upon the reserves of physical strength for which he is well known.

He has served his country in two world wars. He has served his science in the value of his discoveries, his religion by the training of its leaders, his fellowmen by the sum of these.

Wayne State University proudly honors Nelson Glueck for his great contributions to the enrichment of modern life through the fostering of an ancient tradition and the uncovering of an ancient culture.

DOCTOR OF LAWS

LOY WESLEY HENDERSON

A.B., D.P.S., D.P.A., LL.D.

Escort: Dean Victor A. Rapport

Loy Wesley Henderson, present Dean of the Center of Diplomacy and Foreign Relations of Americas University, devoted public servant, in the course of forty years of duty with the United States Department of State, has contributed immeasurably to the finer development of that most important arm of the Federal Service. He has been successively Director of the Department's Near Eastern and African Affairs, Ambassador to India and Minister to Nepal, Ambassador to Iran, and Deputy Under-Secretary of State for Administration with the permanent rank of Career Ambassador. For his long and distinguished service, he has been honored by his country with the President's Award for Distinguished Federal Civilian Service and by foreign countries including Iran whose Insinia of Honayoun, First Rank, has been bestowed upon him.

To the increasing struggle for international justice, Loy Henderson has brought clear understanding and quiet determination. He has said, "Hatreds and resentments are much easier to kindle than they are to extinguish," and "Even the most noble objectives may be debased by the employment of ignoble efforts in the endeavor to achieve them."

With appreciation of the importance to the Department of State of multi-lingual communication, he instituted language training in the preparation of the consular corps, and made fluency in a foreign language a requisite to appointment.

Wayne State University salutes Loy Wesley Henderson for his great contributions to the constant search for "international confidence and amity."
The University honors NELSON GLUECK

MR. PRESIDENT

Wayne State University is proud to present

NELSON GLUECK

for the degree of

DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS

The University honors LOY WESLEY HENDERSON

MR. PRESIDENT

Wayne State University takes pride in presenting

LOY WESLEY HENDERSON

for the degree of

DOCTOR OF LAWS
CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREES

From the Graduate Division

Randall M. Whaley, Ph.D., Vice President
for Graduate Studies and Research

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

ANGELO A. ANGELOCCI, B.S., 1950, Michigan State Normal College; A.M., 1951, University of Michigan
Dissertation Title: “A Comparative Study of Vowel Formants of Deaf and Normal-Hearing Eleven- to Fourteen-Year-Old Boys.”
Adviser: Dr. George Kopp

K. PATRICIA H. CARPENTER, B.A., 1941, Oberlin College; B.S. in L.S., 1943, Western Reserve College; M.A., 1956, Wayne State University
Dissertation Title: “Some Effects of the Guilt Motive on Learning and Behavior in Children.”
Adviser: Dr. Bertram Cohen

ALBERT MORRELL CHANDLER, B.S., 1955, Wayne State University
Dissertation Title: “Effect of Injury on the Incorporation of Labeled Amino Acids into the Serum Proteins of the Rat.”
Adviser: Dr. Otto Neuhaus

LEO CIERPIAL, B.A., 1944, M.A., 1946, Wayne State University
Dissertation Title: “Degeneration and the Religion of Beauty: A Traditional Pattern in Coleridge’s The Rime of the Ancient Mariner, Pater’s The Renaissance, Maugham’s Of Human Bondage, and Joyce’s Ulysses.”
Adviser: Dr. James McCormick

GEORGE CONSTANTINOPOULOS, Diploma, 1948, University of Athens
Dissertation Title: “Enzymatic Conversion of Cholesterol to Pregnenolone.”
Adviser: Dr. Tche Tchen

Dissertation Title: “Indigenous Leadership: A Study of Perception and Participation in Two Lower Class Neighborhood Organizations.”
Adviser: Dr. August Kerber

RUSSELL EDDWARD ELLIOTT, B.S., 1933, University of Illinois; M.A., 1956, Wayne State University
Dissertation Title: “The Speech Factor in Management.”
Adviser: Dr. Rupert Hartig

ADOLF W. FOGEL, Diploma, 1949, Technische Hochschule Karlsruhe; Foreign Credentials, University of Sydney
Dissertation Title: “Competitive Sorption of Water and Ethanol Vapors by Egg Albumin.”
Adviser: Dr. Wilfried Heller

LEON PERKINS HALL, B.S., 1948, Morehouse College; M.A., 1955, Wayne State University
Dissertation Title: “Problem-Solving Behavior of Aggressive, Acting-Out Boys with an Electronic Apparatus.”
Adviser: Dr. William Wattenberg

MARVIN LAVERNE HANSON, B.S., 1957, M.S., 1958, University of Utah
Dissertation Title: “A Study of Velopharyngeal Competency in Children with Repaired Cleft Palates.”
Adviser: Dr. George Kopp

ROBERT WILLIAM HARKINS, B.S., 1957, Pennsylvania State University
Dissertation Title: “The Role of Vitamin D in the Metabolism of Citric Acid.”
Adviser: Dr. Adrian Kuyper
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY (Con't)

RUDOLF ANTON HELLING, B.A., 1952, Wayne State University; M.A., 1953, College
Wilhelmshaven
Dissertation Title: "A Comparison of the Acculturation of Immigrants in Toronto,
Ontario, and Detroit, Michigan."
Adviser: Dr. Leonard Moss

SIMON HERMAN, B.S., 1949, M.Ed., 1955, Wayne State University
Dissertation Title: "An Investigation of the Relationship Between Interpersonal Efect-
tiveness, Orientation to Authority, and Social Perception."
Adviser: Dr. Thomas Cohn

DAVID WILLIAM HETTICH, B.S., 1954, Creighton University; M.A., 1956, Marquette Univ.
Dissertation Title: "Henry King: Poet of Transition."
Adviser: Dr. William Madsen

SHIH-EN HU, B.S., 1948, Ta Tung University, Shanghai
Dissertation Title: "Part I: The Geometry of Cyclooctane. Part II: The Conformational
Energies of Alkyl Groups."
Adviser: Dr. Norman Allinger

ROBERT BERYL INGLE, B.S., 1949, M.A., 1950, University of Michigan
Dissertation Title: "An Investigation Into the Effects of Different Levels of Motivation
on Incidental Learning."
Adviser: Dr. William Wattenberg

EUGENE DENNIS LeMIRE, Ph.B., 1951, M.A., 1954, University of Detroit
Including an Introductory Survey and a Calendar and Bibliography of Morris's Public
Speeches."
Adviser: Dr. Robert Peters

RICHARD E. MARBURGER, B.S., 1950, M.S., 1952, Wayne State University
Dissertation Title: "A Theoretical Treatment of Phase Equilibria in the Iron-Carbon
System."
Adviser: Dr. Arthur Stevenson

COLEMAN PAUL, B.A., 1957, Western Maryland College; M.A., 1959, MacMurray College
Dissertation Title: "Generalized Inhibition of Verbal Meaning."
Adviser: Dr. Gerald Rosenbaum

ANNA STEINBERGER, M.S., 1952, State University of Iowa
Dissertation Title: "Studies of Cellular Factors in Resistance to IN VITRO Infection
with Vaccinia Virus."
Adviser: Dr. Fred Rights

WILLIAM RAYMOND THOMAS, B.S., 1955, M.S., 1957, University of Missouri
Dissertation Title: "Terminal Amino Acid(s) of Some Proteins Related to the Clotting
of Blood."
Adviser: Dr. Walter Seegers

HUGH Y. YEE, B.S., 1953, M.S., 1958, Wayne State University
Dissertation Title: "Preliminary Identification of 2,3 Dihydroxyphenylpyruvic Acid
in Human Urine."
Adviser: Dr. Albert Boyle
CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREES—Continued

From the College of Education

Francis C. Rosacrance, Ph.D., Dean

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

ARCHIE EARL ALLEN, B.S. in Education, 1950; M.Ed., 1951, Wayne State University
Dissertation Title: “School-District Communication: A Study of the Superintendent’s Sources of Information Regarding School Community Problems.”
Adviser: Dr. Roland C. Faunce

MARGARET MARY ANGUS, A.B., 1941, Hillsdale College; M.Ed., 1944, Wayne State Univ.
Dissertation Title: “An Investigation of the Effects of a Systematic Reading Readiness Program at the Kindergarten A Level.”
Adviser: Dr. Thomas B. Stone

JOHN BARSON, A.B., 1950, Michigan State Normal College; M.Ed., 1956, Wayne State University
Dissertation Title: “Television Teachers: A Comparative Analysis of Criteria for Their Selection in the Detroit Public Schools.”
Adviser: Dr. Lee Dreyfus

KENNETH ARDEN BATEMAN, B.S., 1938, Milwaukee State Teachers College; M.A., 1940, Northwestern University
Dissertation Title: “A Casebook Recording the Cooperative Effort of Educators of Germany and the United States in Establishing an Experimental School in Hessen, Germany.”
Adviser: Dr. Marion L. Edman

SISTER ARTHEMISE DALTON, Ph.B., 1940, Siena Heights College, Adrian, Michigan; M.A., 1947, DePaul University
Adviser: Dr. Edgar G. Johnston

Adviser: Dr. Charlotte W. Junge

Dissertation Title: “The Roles of Citizens Advisory Committees in Curriculum Development: A Special Case in Farmington, Michigan.”
Adviser: Dr. Wilhelm Reitz

SANFORD JERROLD GLOVINSKY, A.B., 1951; M.Ed., 1955, Wayne State University
Dissertation Title: “The Status and Extent of Non-Laboratory Science Courses in the Science Education Program of Secondary Schools in Selected Major School Systems of the United States.”
Adviser: Dr. Theodore D. Rice

Dissertation Title: “A Descriptive Study of a Special Treatment Center for Emotionally Disturbed Educable Mentally Retarded Boys at the Wayne County Training School.”
Adviser: Dr. John J. Lee

GEORGE ERNEST KEE, B.S. in Education, 1947; M.Ed., 1952, Wayne State University
Dissertation Title: “A Study of Selected Elementary-School Student-Teaching Failures at Wayne State University.”
Adviser: Dr. Charlotte W. Junge

Dissertation Title: “A Study of Middle-Aged Persons Who Have Received Teachers’ Certificates to Determine the Advisability of Certifying Such Persons as Teachers.”
Adviser: Dr. Earl C. Kelley
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION (Con’t)

JOAN HARALSON KUIPERS, B.S., 1952, Northern Michigan College of Education; A.M., 1956, University of Michigan
Dissertation Title: "An Investigation Into the Value-Attitude Structure of Certain Urban Teachers."
Adviser: Dr. August Kerber

RAY HARRY KUIPERS, B.S. in Education, 1949; M.Ed., 1957, Wayne State University
Dissertation Title: "A Comparison of Student Perceptions of Televised and Conventional Instruction."
Adviser: Dr. Theodore E. Hill

ROBERT WILMER LANG, B.S. in Education, 1943; M.Ed., 1948, Wayne State University
Dissertation Title: "A Study of an Accelerated Mathematics Program."
Adviser: Dr. Theodore E. Hill

EDWARD LEIBSON, B.S., 1950; M.Ed., 1955, Wayne State University
Dissertation Title: "Administrative Staff Relationships and Their Effects Upon the Climate of the Elementary School."
Adviser: Dr. Chester A. McCormick

IRVEN LYLE LOOMIS, B.S. in Education, 1953; M.A., 1943, Bowling Green State University; B.D., 1938, Bonebrake Theological Seminary
Dissertation Title: "A Comparison of the Religious Views of High School, College Age, and Adult Leaders of Methodist Youth."
Adviser: Dr. Earl Kelley

NORMAND WILLIAM MADORE, B. of Education, 1951, Plymouth Normal School; M.S., in Education, 1953, Indiana University
Dissertation Title: "Status of the Directors of Student Teaching in Member Institutions of the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education."
Adviser: Dr. Dan Davis

ROBERT JAMES SIMPSON, A.B., 1949, Michigan State Normal College; A.M., 1953, University of Michigan
Dissertation Title: "Selected Relationships Among Reported Expenditures and Programs in Metropolitan School Districts."
Adviser: Dr. Lynn N. Nicholas

FRED CRAWFORD SUTTON, Ph.B., 1948, University of Chicago; B.A., 1949, State University of Iowa; M.Ed., 1950, University of Pittsburgh
Dissertation Title: "Factors Affecting the Retention of Part-Time Business and Industrial Teachers in Community Colleges-Henry Ford Community College, A Case Study."
Adviser: Dr. Willard Bateson

Dissertation Title: "Oral Language Sentence Structure and Vocabulary of Kindergarten Children Living in Low Socio-Economic Urban Areas."
Adviser: Dr. Marion Edman

HENRY RICHARD ZIEL, B.S. in Education, 1948, State University of New York; M.S. in Education, 1954, Cornell University
Dissertation Title: "An Investigation of Information Dissemination Practices at Two Disparate Companies."
Adviser: Dr. G. Harold Silvius

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN MEDICINE

From the College of Medicine

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Gordon H. Scott, Ph.D., Dean

Sally A. Doehr

Albert Joseph Whitty
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN LAW

From the Law School

BACHELOR OF LAWS

Charles H. Blair
Thomas Kenning Brichford
John Charles Evans

John D. Lichty
Arnold Rosenthal

Neil Floyd Sandler
George A. Terzian

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN ENGINEERING

From the College of Engineering

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Mu Jung Chen
Adelan Denk

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Albert Asher Friesen
Foss Britton Lux

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING MECHANICS

Voigt R. Hodgson
Adam Kozima

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

Marion A. Culpepper, Jr.
Dennis Manko

J. Stuart Johnson, Ph.D., Dean

Robert J. Meyer

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Jamal Bayati
John Francis Boylo

Dean M. Chisiel
Robert Alfred Husen

Logan H. Mathis
Nicholas Noreyko

Donald Francis Buser
Noe E. Siscoe

Leonard M. Kovachef
George Mardirous, Jr.

Thomas Joseph Pavliscak
Donald Tewele

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING

Neil M. Lottridge, Jr.
Robert Hector Tritan

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING

*Marshall Harvey Kaplan
John Richard Thorton

Joseph John Wehener

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

James A. Johnson, Jr.
Theresa S. Krulikowsky

Eddie Lee Smith
Coy R. Tester

Marvin Harris Weltraub

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

Gerald Hugh Burch
James Outram Coletti

Richard Wayne Ellena
James Nelson Fanzini

James K. Kalaustian
Tito Rodger Marzotto

Bruce Merritt Mayes

James William Rooney
George R. Simmons

George Evan Tubbs

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

*John M. Besleris
John Harry Blom
Robert Siro Burchi
Carl Cnizari
Leon S. Gage

John Frederick Garrityen
Jack Norman Grizzle
Felix A. Karwowski

John L. Kastura
Fred King
John T. Kallas
Bernard Krentzin
George Kenneth Larson

John C. McKechnie
Richard Anthony Merlie
Edward F. Montry

Richard F. Nalepka
Brock R. Nesler
Lothar Rossel
Donald R. Sallan
James W. Strong

Jean Trachtenberg
Paul W. Waldo, Jr.
Earl J. Waters, Jr.

*In the several colleges and schools of the University where it is customary to recognize outstanding achievement with special notice, an asterisk before a candidate's name denotes attainment of a high scholastic average. The official list of graduates cited for "distinction" or "high distinction" will be compiled subsequently and their diplomas will carry the appropriate notation. This practice is not observed in the College of Education or at the Graduate level.
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN ENGINEERING—Continued

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS
Rene Gordon Samit

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING PHYSICS
Gordon W. Auto  David L. Pollock  Paul E. Sielaff

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Eli Berniker  Charles-David Hall  Ray Wilson Schooley
John S. Cosner  Alasdair MacDonald  Arkadius Weigel
James A. Green  Albert Raymond Noel, Jr.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Athanassios S. Antonopoulos  Douglas O'Brien Jackson  Hugh Johnston McAulay
Arthur William Bear  Paul Francis Jacobs  Robert Jeffry Szeif
Robert George Brown  Peter Paul Kadar  Clifford C. Tannenhouse
Ralph E. Fritzinger  Vernon Edward Kors  Edward Richard Trancik
Ernesto A. Groskopf  Allen Walter Kukulski  Walter Vladimir Yankovitch

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING
William George Hammer  Tai-Hing Lau
Richard Ray Harris  Ronald Charles Lindberg  Albert James Yuhas
Paul G. Hendrickson  Joseph Leon Loamis  Thomas Joseph Zebul

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN PHARMACY
From the College of Pharmacy

Masters of Science
Robert C. Johnson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY
Howard Allen Applebaum  Arlen Richard Hughes  Edward J. Randinits
Gerald Carl Borsand  Jamal S. Kakish  Donald Joseph Reuter
Sheldon Louis Brenner  Delbert Daniel Konnor  Sylvia Elizabeth Romanchuk
Allan Cohen  Teresa Aleksandra Serosekal Kubleska  Fuad Kustandy Saleh
Harvey Allen Drapkin  Alexander Mackenzie  Joseph Khasel Samra, Jr.

Isaac Milton Engelbaum  Robert W. McArthur  Robert Allan Shapiro
Lawrence Arthur Goldstein  Nicholas C. Pazzi  Melvyn Samuel Silver
Serafina Switlana Salyecz  Morris Prostak  Morris Murray Sussman
John Moashing Han  Bernard-M. Robinowitz  Regis A. Welsh

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN NURSING

College of Nursing

Masters of Science in Nursing
Katharine E. Faville, R.N., M.S., Dean

Kathryn Louise Carbel  Bertha Mae Kane  Martha Jane Piluck
Nancy Anne Couture  Margaret Ann Koskuba  June Muriel Sangala
Saramma George  Crystal M. Lange  Sister Mary Angelita Schissel, R.S.M.
Della McGraw Goodwin  Arlene Faye Messerschmidt  Sister Mary Trinity Stech, R.S.M.
Evelyn Helen Hawn  Veronica E. Murphy  Catherine Marie Treusch
Beatrice Marie Hayward  E. Ingvaro Nelson  Carol Joyce Zeiter
Muncy Scott Hopkins  William R. Peters
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN NURSING—Continued

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Carol Ann Sperling Burcicki
Marilyn Ann Burns
Hsin-Hsin Chung
Evelina Darlington
Theresa Beatrice Gilliard Dixon
Kathleen Renee Dopke
* Diana Jean Downs
Helena Guerrero
Kathleen Kay Hershey
Monjorie Joyce Hogue
M. Jeannette Juntti
Ardythe Marie Kangas
Beatty Arlene Keranen
Geraldine McCormick
Patty Maxine Pantano
Carol Ann Paulus
Ethel Elizabeth Quinn
Hattie Virginia Reed
Barbara Ann Ritter
* Edith Frederica Rosenow
* Carolyn Preston Stoll
Joyce A. Unwin
Mary Phyllis Vreeland
Jean Marie Wojay

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

From the School of Business Administration
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Lloyd Eugene Browning
Kenneth Patrick Cawte
Charles Duane Christie
Richard Craig Ehrle
Donald E. Gorton
Alan K. Henry
Robert L. Irwin
Earl Robert Krueger
Herbert Leshinsky
Rolf Liebergesell
Theodore Matheiss
Walter D. Maule

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
John F. Doherty
Lawrence J. Tushman

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Irvin E. Abrams
Carmine E. Antonelli
Stanley V. Ayers
John Darcy Beer
Jere Alan Barkey
Robert J. Birdsell
Vester Alan Blackburn
John Bowlick, Jr.
Fredric B. Braseker
Edward R. Brooks
Sautilis Antonas Cerniauskas
Ronald Bernard Cohen
Ronald Robert Daughtby
James Daniel Dreyer
Earle Edward Endelman
Robert Wilbur Englson
William Sharp Ewald
Ivan Faggen
Leonard Eugene Faustyn
Sheldon Arthur Faalk
Elton Morris Feldman
Hugh Ferguson
James Fredersdorin
Harry Friedman
Michael Alan Green
Esther Virginia Gompers
Karen Weight Gurchiek
Robert William Hawley
Alan Theodore Hill
James Jay Horton
Ray Alexander Houston
Richard Charles Howard
William David Kevelighan
Wiliam Robert Keenig
Lee Stuart Lasser
Robert N. Law
Peter Mavius Lester
Harold Lipsitz
William Wayne Lohr
* Roy Aaron Lowke
Joseph A. Luyckx, Jr.
Robert Michael Major
Carl R. Marplo
Nicholas Charles Masters
Jerome S. Mattenga
Victor John Matul, Jr.
Keith L. McDonald
Peter Richard McGrath
Donald James McKenzie
* Richard Madrid
Edward Maneer
Carl Phillip Moore
Karl Adam Munzenberger
Paul Emery Nagy
Eric S. Neitzel
Donald Keith Nussmeier
Kim Quay Nuyen
Paul Martin O'Rourke
Dale Harold Osten
James A. Owens, Jr.
Walter Everett Palmer, Jr.
Charles Evans Randau
Wayne Bruce Renwick
Donald H. Richards
Olga Victoria Roudoy
Billy Conrad Salyer
Karl H. Sash
Allen Thomas Schmook
Donald C. Schunk
Robert M. Shannon
John William Sharon
John Glayton Simmons
Alan Ira Sims
William A. Skoures
John Edward Sloan
Robert Jerry Smith
H. Charles Sorensen
Richard Nicholas Steineitz
Robert Bruce Stinson
James J. Tapin
Donald Curtis Touceau
Walter Arthur Tvyon
Harold Van Deusen, Jr.
* Frank Louis Voorheis
John Stewart Welscher
Frank Keller Williams
Harry C. Williams, Jr.
Lowell Roger Williams
Donald W. Wixon
* Frederick S. Wazniak
Harry Wright
Nephi Zapagalinge
Raymond P. Zellmer
Charles Noel Zimmerman
Leonard Zucker
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION—Continued

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT

Robert Charles Holland
Ralph Rosenfeld

John Edward Teohery
Richard Herbert Wiggins

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN LIBERAL ARTS

From College of Liberal Arts

MASTER OF ARTS

Mabel Harrington Allen
William E. Alli
Frederick W. Barber
Giacinta Bedrosian
Philip Arthur Bellefluer

Marilyn Ann Beyer
John Knox Boaz
John Bruckner
William Ross Burkhardt
Harold Hudson Channer

Hou Shyi Chang
Joel Mitchell Cohen
Arnold Coleman
Ronald M. Cronovich
Michael James Curtis, Jr.

Dorothy W. Davis
Ursula R. Dibner
Conrad M. Discont
Victor P. Dyni
John W. Ehrstein

Evelyn M. Elman
Joanne Lydia Faekler
Samuel Flam
Virginia Thompson Foy
Elvira Ferri Francis

Bernadette Mary Gajda
Samuel James Galanis

Maxine Gauthier
Allan Douglas Grant
Daniel Arthur Greenberg
Rosemary Louise Gunn
Florence Culver Hall

Anne Aranka Halo
Robert Allen Harris
Gene Clementine Herveau
James Edward Howard
William Everett Jordan

Donald Bruce Kersten
Donald Edwin Kilpela
Sylvia Virginia Kinney
Joseph Leonard Kolpacke
Daenaemi Kunaiyi-Akpanah

Charles Kruger
Joseph George Kvasnicka
Richard Ray La Croix
Charles Owen Lawson
Bessie Jared Myers McBee

Richard Clyde Metzler
Marilyn Mikulich
Ernest Duke Nathan
Charlotte Nelson
Patrick Gene O'Brien

Wilbur J. Osborne
Helen Kitendaugh Oils

J. Russell Bright, Ph.D., Sc.D., Acting Dean

Edward John Poppas
George W. Parker
John W. Paterson
Ruth Nichols Paulsen
Nicholas George Prokos

Patricia Quinlan
Ethel Maunzer Rawley
Daniel B. Reibel
Barbara Lee P. Robinson
Maria C. Roth

Alfred Rubin
Ronald Salter
Roberta Christine Schwartz
Ralph Kenneth Scott
Shirley Sklar

Corinne A. Smith
Virginia A. Sobota
Patricia Sue Stahl
James Stasevich, Jr.
Harry Strickheusen

Wilfred Zinow George Thompson
Elizabeth L. (Steinfield) Toker
Dolores L. Tongson
K. Thomas Verghese
Alexander J. Vitek

Margaret Beckton Wedge
Ruth Ann Wegmann

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING COLLEGE GERMAN

Ilse Marie Benzen

MASTER OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

Thrift W. Tyson, Jr.

MASTER OF MUSIC

Charles Everett Gleason

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Clayton Frank Atwater
Raymond O. Hatcher

Willie Junior Johnson

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Andria Mintaus Baumanis
M. Joan Warsalla Coulston
George Guntikov
Margaret Kate Heath
Lorraine Kay Hollenga
Jo Ann Loretta Hersbrook

Leonard Emery Keith, Jr.
George Edward Linington
Mary L. Moller
Stephen Frank Pavkovic
Karl Herbert Pearson

Milagros A. Santiago

William Szpyrulo, Jr.
Fred Gilbert Thompson
Louis August Trudell
K. S. Xavier
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN LIBERAL ARTS—Continued

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HOME ECONOMICS
Mary Elizabeth Grant

MASTER OF URBAN PLANNING
Seymour Murray Gold Robert Warren Marans

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Mary Ann Adcock
Edward C. Ajimian
*John Alex
Bernard Altshuler
Curtis Anderson

Joseph Griswold
Ghassem Bahrambeuygui
Kenneth Douglas Baldwin
Alitera A. Banks
James Lawrence Barrett

Joseph Leslie Bartell
Ieva D. Baumatis
Ruth Baumer
Julie Ann Bedford
Charles E. Beers, Jr.

Naomi B. Bell
Marsha Berniker
*Barbara Bernstein
Hugh Wendell Black
Anna Mary Bochen

Norbert A. Borchardt
Leslie Philip Boudreau
Richard Eric Bowby
Barbara Jeanne Boyd
Donald L. Breene

Christopher C. Brown
Jennifer Alexander Brown
Joy Adelaide Carlson
Victor R. Cassis
*Ruth Chaenka

Ronald Gregory Chelland
Stephanie Anna Clum
*Evelyn Anne Cloutier
Carmen Anita Cochran
Havard Cole

Michael Robert Cole
Othello O. Colacchio
Lawrence Michael Colton
Nancy Suzanne Coon
Roberta David Coon

Helen L. Coutts
Robert E. Cunningham
Patricia EdsonCarrier
Italo J. Massotro D.
Gemea De'Alexandre

*Martin Charles Davidson
Clarice Ruth Denesh
Gerald Kenneth Dent
Haig Richard Derderian
John R. Diamond, Jr.

*Barbara Di Prima
Janet May Dittel
Edwin John Donnan
Gloria Magdalene Doughty
Edward Francis Draves, Jr.

Arthur Dudley
Muriel Dudley
Richard W. Elliott
*Jean Ann Emerson
Elliott Robert Erickson

Carol Faile
Rosemary Patricia Favors
Ronald Fedorawicz
Karen Elizabeth Field
Ardras Elizabeth Finney

Israel Louis Fireman
Charles Edwin Fischer
Gary Clinton Flick
David Ross Forbes
William Henderson Forsyth

*Emily Wendy Freedman
Ronald Alvin Fruitzman
*Morlimer Furay
Lawrence John Gajewski
Allison C. Gardella

Alice Reeve Garelick
Bruce Edwin Graham, Jr.
Thomas C. Gelinas
James A. Gibb, Jr.
Beverly Ann Gillard

Sue Ann Gillespie
Ann Estelle Ginsberg
Sonia Gold
Mildred Ruth Golden
Seymour Gordon

Gerald Robert Goulet
Sandra Dew Graves
Mary A. Green
Andrew Yvette Gregory
Carolyn E. Grubbs

Lee Delton Gunn
*Melvin Jacob Geyer
Melvin Gerald Gvezda
Elliott Sawyer Hall
William Thomas G. Halls

Beverly Patricia Sayed Halsey
Manous Hannoun
Lawrence E. Harrelson
Ronald L. Hartson
Remmel H. Henry

Melvin Herman
William Frank Herring
Jeremy J. Hichman
Clyde Kenneth Hietikko
Richard Stephen Hilz

Evelyn Hines
Sigrid Elvira Halopainen
Charlotte Constance Holt
Craig Harold Husband
John Andrew Husband

Carolyn Ann Jackola
Benjamin F. Jackson
Clarence Edward Jackson
Macie E. Jackson
Arlene Fredericka Brown Jacoby

Thomas George Jameson
Cheong-Soo Kang
Lawrence Charles Jennings
Denis Francis Jodis
Maureen Sharon Jordan

Eugene Lewis Jurkowski
James Michael Keegan
Donald Kestigian
David Lawrence Kvetelighan
Jon J. Klatt

Andrew Joseph Kos
Mary Pakatello Koshey
Edwin Carl Kotajarvi
Henry James Kosicki
James Krywicki

Donnie Wolfer Kotalski
Edward Kupka
Linda Ann Smith Lackpour
Alexander C. Lampe
Robert LaPorte, Jr.

Bruce Louis Larson
Donald Frank Lawrence
Sheldon David Las
Jerome Daniel Lessins
Filippo A. Liburdi

James John Lightbody
Jeanne Carnick Lipsy
William Raymond Logan
Giselle A. Longmire
Alexis Alis Lotas

*Anne Hitch Lucas
David N. Lyon
John Joseph Maceyko
James J. MacKillop
Robert E. MacMurdo, Jr.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bachelor of Fine Arts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bernard Racy Bennett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander James McNab Buchan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norris Gray Counts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David William DeLong</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bachelor of Music</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Henry Olson</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bachelor of Science</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>John Richard Alway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David A. Anderson</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Candidates for Degrees in Liberal Arts—Continued</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dennis Roy Mahle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander V. Marek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Edward Maxwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Patrick Mikesell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mildred Levin Melner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bramlett Murphy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelo Nicholas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Neil Pantecost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrissine Winifred Petros</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Imre E. Quastler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert J. Riggs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerald William Ropka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Theresa Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Isidor Saslav</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Murray D. Schone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurence Stuart Schultz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeleine Sheila Shapiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Andrew Skinner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter Fredlov Sorensen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronald Allan Steinberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Paul Studing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gary G. Thoresen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvia Ann V. Wolforth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerald Arthur Whitman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald Keith Wooten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon Kathleen Woods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan S. Young</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bachelor of Science</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>John Richard Alway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Louise Matthews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eva E. Cerny</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN LIBERAL ARTS—Continued

William Robert Cox
James Joseph Daly
Diana Ann Dobrzechowski
John James Derosa
Jack Richard Garkevich
Stanley Edward Gregory
John Charles Hall
Robert Donald Havina
Alice A. Hodgson
James M. Halbrook
Baris Iglewicz
James Lawrance King, Jr.
Lubomyra O. Klymyshyn
Stanford Joel Marks
Laurence Massengailey
Randall Harold McKay
L. Michael Newman
Joseph Harry Nonan
Patrick Thomas O’Dea
Robert Edward Olson
John Edward Osborne
Clifford Raymond Perry, Jr.
Homer Virgil Pinkley
*James A. Porter
*Karen Louise Rasmussen
David A. Reehl
Sandra Elaine Fraedman Roskind
William L. Roskind
Donald Rothbard
Myron Marshall Singer
Marcus C. Starr
John Peter Thomson
Frank Joseph Trinity
Nicholas A. Tserpes
Mina Jean Voyles
Milad Nimir Waktim
Sheldon R. Weiner
Basil Byron Williams, Jr.
Beckman Wear

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY

A. David Cohen
Jerry M. Cohen
Robert Philip Hannabach
Harold Masao Hashiro
Kenneth Robert Magnell
Donald Paul Murphy
Ronald Michael Sedlitar
William Deeds Shubert
Ernest A. Styloglou
Roger Francis Trandell
Hareld Loe Wedlick, Jr.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HOME ECONOMICS

Delores C. Gagel
Dorothy Gatt
Mary Lou Masters
Patricia Karen Yohey

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY

Sharon Campbell Maloney

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

Bobbie Joan Cummings
*Clara S. Miller
Jane Marie Morgan
Mollie Q-Ying Tong

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS

Russell W. Bentley
*Dwight Donald Hearn
Margery Ruth Morgenstern Krueger
Loukas Loukopoulos
Frank Merian Monroe
Lawrence George Geer
Walter W. Papiack
William Aron Proctor
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN EDUCATION

From the College of Education

MASTER OF ARTS
Louis Harold Falik
Francis L. Haas

MASTER OF EDUCATION
Arthur B. Abdolai
Edith Agay
Gladys Alexander
Norbert F. Antczak
Conrad J. Aumann
Georgianna Sager Bailey
Beverly Jean Baldwin
Benjamin Barrera
Richard Michael Barta
Hennah Marie Basley
Gertrude G. Bassett
William Morton Bedell
Joyce Alma Bennett
Juanita Larson Bergum
Viola Caroline Bersani
Oswald Joseph Bertanoli
Jacqueline A. Bertison
Robert John Blazis
Benjamin O. Blazis
Cleone Zenobia Borders
Rodney Frank Bork
Tina Marie Bradley
Sister M. Flora Brennan, 1.H.M.
Michael Brandos
Charles Daniel Brown
Ora Haynes Brown
Vicky W. Buckfire
Carole Utz Buechler
Diane Louise Bull
Jolly R. Burchett
Pearl Goodman Burns
Jewel Gamble Burrell
Edward J. Byrnes
Patrick Arthur Byrnes
Rober J. Calihan
James A. Callaway
Merle J. Campbell
Edward Ernest Carr
Wanda Margaret Carter
Nancy Ridley Cash
Russell R. Christy
Reginald L. Ciokojlo
Marjorie Mary Ceszewski
Shirley Ann Clark
Simon Columbus Clements
Owen Gifford Clinton
Joan Elizabeth Cohran
Hila Collins
Anthine Constantine Colovas
Phillip Dean Conklin
William Garfield Cordell
Donald A. Cornwell
Jude Thaddeus Cotter
William Frank Crawford
Charles Creech
Lawrence Alvin Crich
Charles L. Cromar
Ruth E. Crump
Nancy Rae Crawford Curnow
Carol Ann Czubaj
Louise C. Dallas
Elmer H. Dautenhahn
Dolores Anderson Davis
Emma Louise Davis
Franklin C. Davis
Nathan Davis
Frank Michael Delowsky
Robert Jean DeLoose
Paula Ann Dent
Peter Dombrosky
Sylvia V. Donkers
Gilbert Eugene Dorer
Robert F. Dueweke
Mary Barbara Dumovich
Jacques Eberhardt
George Eklund
Myrna Claire Elliott
Algracia L. Ellis
Gerald E. Emerick
Donald Harold Engel
Stuart Dirk Eppinga
Roy Edward Ernst
Kathryn Wells Erwin
Dorothy Ann Peterson Eshman
Roy H. Fabry
Mary Carter Farmer
Virginia Fazio
Doris M. Fellows
Helen Ewell Felton
John Phillip Fiando
Donald Bernard Fitzgibbon
Aletha H. Flynn
Cranford R. French
Morriss Joseph Garfinckel
Florence McDiarmid Golden
Lula Goodman
Norman Gosman
Diana Muriel Gosser
W. Dean Gotts
Peter D. C. Goulding
Francis C. Rosecrance, Ph.D., Dean
James T. Perry
Jerry Greenberg
Mary Frances Guglielmetti
Sylvia Gurko
Robert Edward Hagerty
Barbara Thomas Hartman
Iva-Beith Harranf
James W. Harris
Ralph Lyman Hawes
Margaret D. Hawksley
Mary T. Hazy
Madge Coe Healy
Mae Beatrice Heard
Alyce Heideman
Leon R. Helminik
Henderson Hendrix
Keith S. Hicks
John Michael Hoben
Virginia Lisie Hoffshines
Morton Banks Hopkins
Jenet Shaffer Hornett
Guy Hoskins, Jr.
Vivian Verdell Howell
Clara H. Howlet
D. Harlan Hudgins
Avideta Mae Uthoff Huemiller
Daniel Ellis Hughes
Ellen Kotcher Hughes
James Frederick Hunt
Shirley Doris Hupfer
Eugene Howard Jackson
Imogene Work Jackson
Stanley Milton Jacobson
Jane J. Jaffray
Ella Booker Johnson
Robert Richard Joynt
Evi Kallas
Barbara Kandarian
Josephine Magdalin Kaufman
Jacqueline Ann Keller
Constance Joanne Kerutis
Mary Maynard Kleffer
Edith Hollowell Kirk
Raymond J. Kinnun
Walter David Kipisz
Rolande L. Kirovac
Marie Sorensen Kjolhede
Lenore M. Klin
Elizabeth Mary Knapp
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN EDUCATION—Continued

Frederick George Knirk
Jack Kopnick
Sylvia Radin Koss
Dorothy Ann Koval
Esther Delores Kupalian
Sylvia Katherine Kurop
Roderick R. Lake
Henrietta Landirth
Margaret A. Lanigen
Louis Anton LaRose
Morris Last
Ruth Cooper Lax
Lois Hartsough Leasure
John Curtis Lee
Piluan Lee
Edward Leibson
Berwyn F. Lemke
Betty B. Lewis
Patricia Joyce Lieberman
Cleo Hall Liggett
Valentina D. Limonczenko
Robert Edward Lukash
Lois E. Lusty
Sandra L. Lyness
Dan Bruce MacGregor
Clifford Magnusson
Andrew Cecil Manier, Jr.
Carolyn Burke Marcy
John Joseph Margitlan
Josephine C. Martin
Estelle W. Martyn
Sallie G. Massey
Robert James Maten
Kenneth G. McAlpine
James McCafferty
William Eugene McDonald
Ralph Antony McFadden
John Nelson McKeelie
Edward H. McKenzie, Jr.
Edna Adkins McNeir
Olin Edward Meador
John Otis Meeks
Shirley Ann Michelotti
Carl William Middeldorf
Dorothy Wilkins Middleton
Adrienne June Milkie
Joan E. Miller
Mary Ely Baker Moffat
Calestina Lacey Mango
Donald Douglas Moore
David J. Morgan
Frank L. Morris
David Hirsh Moscow
Barbara Carroll Motley
Joseph Macina
James P. Mulligan
Alice W. Murphy
Robert Jewel Nash, Jr.
Alexander Gideon Nemoff
Thomas Eugene Newman
Margaret Marsh Nicholas
Glazia Jeane Nichols
Leonard James Nichols
Richard Teruo Nishioka
Eleanor T. Nixon
David Michael Nolta
Margaret T. O'Hare
Frances L. Owens
John Joseph Padyrs
Kathleen Cameron Park
Dionne Deklassen Patrick
John M. Pergish
John Ambrose Perry, Jr.
Annie Dodd Pinson
Barbara Lorena Moore Pitts
Herbert Gordon Pont
Ruth Morel Quick
Ernest Joseph Ramella
Graham M. Rankin
Mona W. Rappaport
Elvin Ira Rosaf
Donald Leroy Rathbun
Palmyra Barbara Rayes
Lorene Hill Read
Jonathan Redditt
Roland J. Revallo
Calvin R. Rhodes
Marvin Rifkin
Margaret Ann Rigg
Jacqueline M. Riolpelle
Antoinette Rivard
Patrick J. Robertson
Fane Thomas Rogers, Jr.
John Christopher Rogge, Jr.
David S. Romig
Barbara Ruppe
Blanche Johnson Russell
Rowena L. Salow
Lucy Ree Sampson
Philip Francis Savaglio
Frederick M. Schlesinger
Adolph Harold Schmidt
Burton James Schultz
Joan Feldman Schwartz
Donald H. Scott
Thomas B. Soller
Gwendolyn B. Sellers
Margaret G. Shanafeld
William F. Sharkey
Helen Fears Shaw
Betty Ellen Shepherd
Mabel Jones Sherman
Henry S. Slenskiecz
Edward Simpkins
Robert James Simpson
Richard A. Sinner
James Joseph Smola
Julius Melford Smith
Mark H. Smith, Jr.
Robert Larry Stein
Carolyn Schmidt Stephenson
Martha Mary Sullivan
Harold Suminski
Charles Allen Tait
Leo Joseph Talieff
Robert Taylor
Lee C. Theodore
Robert Louis Thompson
Marilyn Joan Thomson
Sarah Ann Thorp
F. Paul Tocca
William John Turko
Robert Eugene Turner
Edmund Uscinowicz
Rose Mildred Van Vleck
Eddie W. Varney
Beverly G. Viedra
John William Voorheis
Heinrich-Henning Graf von Maltke
Louise Eleanor Wallace
Norah Spencer Walls
Frank D. Ward, Jr.
Challis Clinton Warren
Glenna D. West
Pauline E. Westerinen
Cornelius McCrae Weston
John Hiram White
Sally Vanessa Whittaker
Anthony Francis Wier
Clayborn Bennie Williams, Jr.
David Williams
Monsey Gilreath Wilson
Emogene Wood
Mary J. Woodworth
Donald Keith Wright
Leonard Wright
Lorenzo Christopher Wright
Annette Prusy Youngers
E. J. Zamorski
Jeri A. Zouder

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION

Brenda Elaine Abramson
Lenore Sue Ager
Marybeth Beebe
Linda Joyce Middeldorf Berlin
Hilda Bokas

Mary Silva deMello
Arlene Grace Fursa
Margaret Barkaw Gerber
Vito Joseph Gioia
Regina S. Hardy
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN EDUCATION—Continued

**BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION (Cont’d)**

Laureen Elizabeth Herald
Esther Horvath
Rita I. Keslering
Anne Judith Klarman
Leonard Koladita
Geraldine Konikow
Virginia M. Lavigne
Marsha Luxenberg
Katherine Wilhelmina Margera
Ruth M. Martin
Theresa Ann Mazzei
Joyce Phyllis Milan
Marilyn E. Misener
Margery Joyce Obed
Joan Wallis Petersen
Ruth Muriel Kendall Raimi
Margit S. Reees
Carol Ann Rzepecki
Nancy Selma Salamas
Elyane Sampson
Dorothy A. Stevens Savage
Judith B. Schlabach
Cecilia Margaret Schulte
Kathryn Liebold Shirley
Linda Simonelli
Elaine Schultz Steinhardt
Daniel Robert Stephens
Barbara May Sweeney
Lucia Elizabeth Tarnowski
Gladys Felicia Waters Tester
Audrey Ann Thomas
Nancy Angelina Torosian
Sandra Loving Trimmer
Elise Fraser Massie Ulrich
Marie Laure Vial
Helen McDaniell Washington
Ruth M. Weber
Rosalind C. Weltman
Mary E. Roggenbeck Whaling
Leatrice Zeff
Margaret Elizabeth Bergman Zook

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION**

Viola Cont Abdon
Marilyn J. Abraham
Richard Donald Acton
Elsie Marie Ahonen
Edward Charles Allard

Helene K. Anderson
Lenore Lovejoy Armour
Miriam Sandra Aronoff
Andrea Joy Asarch
Donald G. Ashman

Edith Roy Aherton
Judith M. Austin
Beatrice Louise Baker
Carolyln Virginia Baker
Shirley Anne Bandsmear

Lucille Banish
Lorraine A. Banner
Rose Bloom Bard
Helen Sarah Barker
Thomas A. Barry

Gloria Elsie Beck
Bessie Leana Beem
Loela A. Belfry
Alvin M. Bell
Gerald L. Bennett

Micheline Berenholc
Helene B. Besancon
Barbara E. Best
N. Miguel Biagas
Rhea Louise Blake

Olga Emelia Back
Frank Bernard Baeger
Susanne Kay Bandy
Robert G. Braun
David Irwin Brodsky

Evelene P. Brown
William S. Browne, Jr.
Nancy Cameron Brownell
Jeanne McIntosh Brush
Charles Kenneth Bryan

Mary Ellen McVey Bundy
Virginia May Burhans
Vernon Charles Burtis
Lillian Flood Butler
Rosemary Ruth Butler

Evelyn Ruth Caldwell
James Mervyn Cambridge
Nellie Vivian Cameron
Louise Palmer Chandler
Libbie Chorney

Marie Antoinette Seay Chauncey
Janet Warren Cheney
Emanuel N. Ciotiosis
Linda Cohen
Erlene Eugenia Coleman

Mildred Joyce Coleman
Mary Elizabeth Coleridge
William Henry Conyers
Lawrence John Cook
Chaucuey M. Cooper

A. Arthur Couthifl
Edward Crittendon
Daniel Cross
William James Curtis
Doris Hobby Czarnota

Howard D. Dakin
James Leslie Davies
Lynda Elaine Racklin Davis
William A. Deeg
Anne Nancy Hopkins Dehnke

Morris Lawrence Delich
Alvin A. D leidow
Kathleen Ann DeVergilio
Arlene Joyce DiPaola
Laura Kyro Dixon

Dorothy Canan Drummond
Mary C. Paterson Duda
George Duncan, Jr.
Sharon L. Duncanson
John Dzapo

Donald Joseph Eddings
Lillian T. Edney
Barbara Trudy Ehrlich
John Melburn Elliott
Maude Kenyon Embury

Judith Lynne Enrich
Doris A. Ensley
Edwin Alfred Fagan
Dorothy Jean Faiter
Gerald Thomas Fenley

Dolores A. Fordree
Edith Silverstein Fox
Wanda Sider French
Carrie Elizabeth Thomas Frierson
Alice Faye Frohman

Eric Johann Froome
Francis Glenn Furton
Joyce Myers Gignac
Evalna Sherrill Gill
Joyce L. Gilson

Barbara Elaine Ginsburg
Margaret T. Girosky
Lawrence Givens
Rita E. Glassgold
Herbert C. Glover

Erma Baldwin Goff
Stewart Alvin Gottlieb
Betty M. Graham
George Fordyce Grant
William Francis Grant

Dianne Elizabeth Green
William Richard Green
Lawrence R. Greene
Margaret Landau Greenstein
Grace M. Groambridge

Helen M. Gunning
Julie Louise Elkin Gurwin
Georgiana Guziatek
Marguerite Haener
Ruby N. Haffner

Linnea Hanson
Jeanette Teschler Harm
Alma I. Harrison
Berlie Harrison
Clara J. Hauser

Mary Alice Hawthorne
James Paul Hayes
Mary Luanna McFarlane Hayes
Elizabeth Haynes
Lorena H. Hayne

Comer Heath Ill
John Edward Hechlik
Louise Ellen Henderson
Linda June Hendon
Mae Lawrence Hess
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN EDUCATION—Continued

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION (Cont’d)

Edith Eleanor W. Hicks
Marietta Louise Hicks
Roy B. Highland
Lois Duncan Holder
Robert Hollifield, Jr.
Robert Landon Holmes
Brenda Joyce Hopkins
Eileen Diane Horowitz
Elaine D. Hulway
Hildred R. Hunwick
Alize Kathryn Yeager Hutchings
Joanne Gail Jackson
Laina E. Jackson
Fradelle Claire Hunter John
Emelina Anna Jamps
Joyce Marie Jannetta
Diane Joyce Jaslow
Mary C. Shaffer Johns
Pauline Alma Johnson
Ruth Elayne Fields Johnson
Tamsey Lou N. Johnson
Wanda Casmira Kania
Eileen Armero Kassarian
Donald Hunter Kaump, Jr.
Norma Kavieff
Blanche M. Kewagley
Hercules C. Kazanas
Taletha B. Kennedy
William Douglas Kennings
Claudia Joyce Kern
Glady's Inez Kerr
Imogene Parson Kesner
Joseph G. Kesner
Shirley Ruth Elgot Kessler
Michael F. Killian
Jean A. Kilios
Paul Emil Klassen
Alfreda Lucille Arlt Knirk
Donald L. Knoll
Mary M. Kocylowski
Edward J. Koenigbauer
William Francis Joseph Kolekowski, Jr.
Dennis Duane Koski
Anne Kostegian
Jean Hamilton Kotsojadis
Mercedes Ann Kramer
Florene Fogel Kranitz
Delores Ruth James Krueger
Jean Ann Ladosh
Paul W. Lampkin
Arthur Harvey Landau
Sandra Antoinette Lappan
Roger Clark Lappeus
Judith Ann Larson
Judith Elaine Layne
Deena Lazarov
Daniel N. Lee
Rex Albert Lentz
Thomas Robert Lewandowski
Charles B. Lewis
Arthur Richard Linetow
Helen Farrell List
Robert Alan Logan
Patricia Louise Long
Olive K. Lord
Rosa Ruth Losie
Patricia Lorraine Anderson Love
Howard William Lutz
Helen Lyons
Marjorie Lou MacKenzie
Mildred Louise Mackey
William J. Mackey
Miles Edward Mangrum
Shirlee Anne Marshall
Kenneth E. Marsh
Ruth B. Matson
David H. Mattingly
William Calmer McCall
Alda McGregor
Luella Melche McKenzie
Oliver Anne McLaughlin
Janice Nagiko McLeod
John Robert McMeekin
Carol McNamara
Sandra Lynn Meacham
Paul Benjamin Merlo, Jr.
Brooksy McCoin Milam
Ellsworth S. Miller
James Wilton Miller
Vera Esther Milz
Anita Diane Mintz
Lillian Veronica Missakian
Dervin Richard Moed
Joan Louise Morrison
Richard L. Morse
Esther Moseley
Ramona C. Moses
Dorothy Janina Motyka
Leila Green Muir
Marguerite Mary Muir
Kathryn M. Murossen
Thomas Eugene Musson
Jeanette Ruth Nader
Mary A. Neuder
Mary F. Neuman
George S. Nischik
Prasert Nonpala
Elvera E. Nowka
J. Margaret Oberg
Mary A. O'Brien
Frederick P. Ochs
Charles Joseph Olschefski
Hazel Elizabeth Olsen
Virginia Andrews Orloff
Harry L. Orr
Lovina Mae Ladson Orman
Don Palmer
Lillian Teresa Palmieri
Carmen Anthony Paolucci
Sander Papo
Douglas Gregory Petrillo
Barbara Jean Pelavin
Merle Brownlee Peltier
Beverly Ilane Politz
Linda Carol Penner
Inez Somers Pepper
Barbara Lee Pesola
Mary Alice Peterson
George Petrouleas
Clyde G. Pickens
Cole Pierce
Inez Ruth Pistor
Marilyn Jones Piper
Robert John Pivko
Veronica M. Plourde
John L. Polish
Henry Pososki
Cleo Powders
William Fickett Prince
Marion Higley Rabidou
Margaret Rainey
Eleutherias P. Rasis
Mary Jeanette Rasmussen
Ella Louise Roy
Cecelia Redditt
Sheila L. Rein
Ann Lynn Katschalin Reincke
Charles Harold Reinertson
Geertool Robbins
Catherine J. Roberts
Donald Julius Roberts
Kenneth K. Roberts
Bonnie E. Robinson
Marvin Wayne Rogers
Rafelle Rom
Daniel Robert Ropke
Robertta Jane Rose
Joyce Carole Rosen
Sheila Rosenfeld
Lois Judith Rosner
Dasoboy Ann Melkonian-Broth
Jean Z. Baron Rothenberg
Harvey Allan Rubenstein
Mabel J. Rudberg
Marlyn Pope Sabella
Sophie Bernice Salamon
Ruth Ellen Salay
Joyce E. Salamon
Anne P. Sanderson
Betty Rose Santangelo
Artellah Howard Sardinha
John Sorkissian
Maria Scors
William John Schoefner
Barbara Enright Schnellbach
Elaine Lenore Schneyer
Geraldine Carson Schreier
Walter J. Schumacher
Frederic G. Schwartz
Steven Matthew Schwartz
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN EDUCATION—Continued

Elaine Jo Schweitzer
Horace C. Scott
Mignon Marie Scruiggs
Bessie Mae Segler
Ruth E. Shaub

Edith Shearer
Sammy R. Sheehy
Laura Wood Sherman
Roger Sherman
Joanne Shoak

Edward Siderski, Jr.
Kenneth Thomas Smeal
Brenda Elaine Simmons
Elizabeth Anne Singleton
Harold Frederick Skinner

Catherine Hannah Sanborn Smith
Juanita Bathey Smith
Judith Kay Smith
Lucille McLean Smith
Marion Gray Smith

Barbara Kanally Smyth
Leslie C. Spiers
Hilda Lepow Spivak
Donald A. Stapleton
Helen Hammond Stillman

Evon June Stock
Virginia A. Poe Stokes
Mattie L. Cantrell Stoner
Wilma Hotz Stovall
Bobbie F. Stueart

Jo Ann Carolyn Sudar
Jean E. Sudlow

Gordon Orville Swan
Virginia Lea Swartz
Angela Sykes
Alfred Daniel Tadros
Peter Alexander Tait

Lois M. Tavernier
Dolores McCants Taylor
LeClare Joray Hayden Taylor
Lynn Luise Terry
Marie Estella Thomas

Kathleen M. Thompson
Lillian L. Thompson
Shirley Smith Thompson
Jane Alice Townsend
Anna Turko

Arvilla M. Tyler
John David Uhazie
Loretta Hiller Ullrich
Estus Irene Guthrie Vanater
Mable Louise Anderson Vardy

Nancy Hunter Varner
Ronald J. Vermeersch
Nikolaos Stamatios Vlahos
Doreen B. Vollmann
Richard A. Wagars

Hershel Wais
Sharrel Joan Walbridge
Ida R. Waldman
Carol Ann Walerski
Olive Corkin Wangberg

Audrey Wasserman
William John Wedlacke

Howard Sanford Weiss
Laura B. Weite
Etta Weitzer
Harold Edward Wells
Charles Edward Werner

Dorothy Ann Wesch
Arthur S. Whitefield
Joyce Ellen Whitsitt
Florence A. Wilcox
Patricia Jean Wilde

Pazsetta Reba Wiley
James A. Wilkins
Joseph E. Wilkins
Mary Elizabeth Wilks
Loralei Lucy Williams

Howard W. Willis
Sharon A. Wills
Dorothy F. Wilson
Joan V. Windish
Marcia F. Wiss

Beatrice Ann Wojcik
Marjorie J. Wood
Spencer Merle Woolridge
Gloria M. Yesh
David Stuart York

Vera Brown Young
Yvonne Nichola Bera Zalinski
Donald George Ziegler
Ruth Anne Zimmer
Roberta Shari Zipser

Stephen A. Zweig

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN LIBRARY SCIENCE

Gladys L. Dahlberg

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN RECREATION LEADERSHIP

John H. Pryor
John Robert Wilson

RECIPIENT OF THE AIR FORCE CERTIFICATE: Ronald J. VerMeersch

The appearance of a name on these lists is presumptive, but not conclusive evidence of graduation.
HONORARY ALUMNI

Morris Adler
Howard Hathaway Aiken
William Foxwell Albright
Rukmini Devi Arundale
Howard Charles Baldwin

Thomas Alvin Boyd
Arthur B. Bronwell
Prentiss Marsh Brown
Samuel Miller Brownell
Ralph Johnson Bunche

Harold William Burrows
George Edward Bushnell
Henry Magnus Butzel
Harvey James Campbell
Walter Frederick Carey

Florence Gertrude Cassidy
Bruce Catton
John Chaliss
Walker Lee Cisler
Edward N. Cole

Paul Coremans
Stuart Appleton Courtis
Selden B. Crary
Avery Odell Craven
Elizabeth Caroline Crosby

Selden Bennett Daum
Derek Ernest Denny-Brown
John George Dieffenbaker
Joseph Morrell Dodge
Percival Dodge

Marcel Duchamp
Frank Dwight Eaman
Gerald Ernest Eddy
Martha Mary Eliot
Eugene Bradley Elliott

John Richard Emens
Richard Stanley Merrill Emrich
Fred Christian Fischer
James Harold Foote
John Battie Ford

Lawrence Kelso Frank
Ferdinand F. W. Friedenburg, III
Josephine Fellows Gaman
Frank Alloysius Gorman
William Thomas Gossett

Lawrence McKinley Gould
Oskar Maria Graf
Gertrude Lockwood Grawn
Delmar Sherrille Harder
Paul Ramsey Hawley

David Dodds Henry
Edward John Hickey
Sister M. Honora
Icie Macy Hoobler
Ormond Edson Hunt

Sal Hurek
Eleanor Louise Hutzel
Harry Francis Kelly
Mervin J. Kelly
William Kline Kelsey

Thamath Khoman
Pauline Park Wilson Knapp
Sebastian Spiring Kressa
Arthur Frederik Ledolle

Donald Sparling Leonard
Theodore Levin
Elizabeth Wilkins Livingstone
Dean McAllister Lierle
Robert Hill MacRae

Charles Henry Mahoney
Benjamin Raymond Marsh
Samuel Lyman Atwood Marshall
Frederick Carl Matthaei
Ruth Morgan McEvoy

Richard Harding McFeely
Douglas Murray McGregor
Harvey Milton Merker
Catherine Morgan
Jack Andrew Morton

Harry Monroe Nelson
Allan Nevins
Chester William Nimitz
William John Norton
Paul Paray

Chad Joseph Rassman
Walter Philip Reuther
Edgar Preston Richardson
George Rieveschl
Harry Milton Robbins

George Wilcken Romney
Grace Ross
Alexander Grant Ruthven
Emilie Gleason Sargent
Ralph Alanson Sawyer

Leonard Andrew Scheele
Karl E. Schmidt
Paul Bigelow Sears
Karl Shapiro
Amos Ramsey Shields

William Adams Simonds
Charles Casper Simons
Leonard Norman Simons
Charles Albert Sink
W. McKay Skillman

William John Stapleton
Anne Campbell Stark
George Washington Stark
Roger Lacey Stevens
Edson R. Sunderland

Frank Owen Taylor
Cleveland Thurber
Edith Rhettis Tilton
Mildred Lucille Tuttle
Ralph Adrian Ulveling

Harold Clayton Urey
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe
Theodore von Karman
James Keir Watkins
Oscar Webber

Richard Hudson Webber
John Hugh Webster
Lee A White
William Whitcomb Whitehouse
Alfred Heacock Whittaker

Nancy Quirk Williams
Lydia Kahn Winston
Minoru Yamasaki
ON CAPS, GOWNS, AND HOODS

One of the most colorful features of an academic procession is the appearance of the graduates, the faculty, members of the governing board, and guests of the University in fully academic costume. These caps, gowns, and hoods have long histories and their patterns and colors have special significance.

The gown recalls the time when all students in centers of higher learning were clerics, that is, members of the clergy, and therefore wore the garments which the Church considered proper for them.

The custom of wearing a cap comes from the Roman usage of conferring the right to wear a cap upon slaves when they were granted their freedom. At Scottish universities, such as St. Andrews, doctors are created by a ceremony called “capping” in which a cap is placed on their heads.

In modern universities, the distinctive mark of a degree is the hood. In its earliest form, the hood was simply an article of wearing apparel. The churches and lecture halls of European universities were cold, drafty places, so scholars wore hoods merely as head coverings, sometimes attached to a cape, sometimes worn separately.

American universities, unlike those of England and Europe, have adopted a standard code of academic costume. The cut and material of the gown, the color of the tassel on the cap, and the pattern and colors of the hood all have special significance.

Each person who is to receive a degree wears the gown appropriate to the degree to be granted. If he already holds a degree, he wears the hood of that degree, not the one he is to receive.

Bachelors’ gowns are closed at the throat and have long, pointed sleeves. Masters’ gowns are open in the front and have long sleeves, square and closed at the end, the arms coming through slits near the elbow. Doctors’ gowns are faced with velvet and have full, round sleeves. Each sleeve carries three bars of velvet, called chevrons.

The most colorful part of the costume is the hood. The color of the lining identifies the university which granted the highest degree held by the wearer. The color of the velvet trim indicates the faculty or department of learning in which the degree was earned.

The following table lists the color appropriate to each of the different branches of learning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Faculty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APRICOT</td>
<td>NURSING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROWN</td>
<td>FINE ARTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUE-LIGHT</td>
<td>EDUCATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUE-DARK</td>
<td>PHILOSOPHY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CITRCON</td>
<td>SOCIAL WORK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPPER</td>
<td>ECONOMICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAB</td>
<td>BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLD-YELLOW</td>
<td>SCIENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREEN</td>
<td>MEDICINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREEN-SAGE</td>
<td>PHYSICAL EDUCATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEMON</td>
<td>LIBRARY SCIENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLIVE</td>
<td>PHARMACY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORANGE</td>
<td>ENGINEERING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PINK</td>
<td>MUSIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PURPLE</td>
<td>LAW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALMON</td>
<td>PUBLIC HEALTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SILVER GRAY</td>
<td>ORATORY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE</td>
<td>ARTS AND LETTERS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>